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English abstract 
 
In the context of a dramatic erosion of natural habitats, the study of the magnitude, 
evolution and function of biodiversity is paramount. Novel integrative approaches strongly 
relying on molecular data help unknotting the processes engendering biodiversity. Using 
molecular phylogenies, the fossil record and geological evidence, it is possible to improve our 
understanding of diversification processes. Besides, efficient mathematical models have been 
developed to test hypotheses of character evolution, biogeographic scenarios and forces 
fostering the rise and fall of clades. 
 
Here, I apply such methods to explore both fine and large-scale mechanisms 
governing speciation and evolutionary patterns. I focus on an extraordinarily diverse yet 
highly threatened area, the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago. Its center, the Wallacea, 
is a transitional zone between Oriental and Australian biotas. Large-scale tectonic movements 
and volcanism triggered the emergence, drifting and collision of landmasses throughout the 
Cenozoic, resulting in arguably the most complex geological setting on Earth. Yet, most of 
the diversity on the archipelago remains to be discovered and the study of the underlying 
evolutionary mechanisms has only just begun. 
 
Using phylogenetic trees, I show that the mountain ranges, especially so in New 
Guinea act as a species pump. Though geologically young, they served as a motor for 
diversification also for neighboring areas. I show that altitudinal preferences as well as local 
endemicity are reversible traits. Second, I reveal that the Quaternary climate changes have 
fostered lineage diversification in Australia through isolation in glacial refugia. I demonstrate 
that these climatic changes also triggered a wave of extinction in a group of Australasian 
diving beetles, providing the first empirical evidence for a declining trajectory of diversity for 
an invertebrate clade. Third, I unveil at a broader geographic scale that notorious 
biogeographic barriers have had little impact on the evolution of insect clades. Finally, I 
coauthor integrative new species descriptions firmly believing that formal names assigned to 
species-group entities are the very currency of comparative biology and ample effort should 
be made to flank molecular phylogenetics with modern taxonomy. 
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 German abstract (Zusammenfassung) 
 
Der dramatische Rückgang natürlicher Lebensräume erfordert eine schnelle 
Erforschung von Evolution und Biodiversität. Innovative und integrative Ansätze, die 
großteils auf molekularen Daten basieren, helfen die Prozesse hinter der globalen 
Biodiversität besser denn je zu verstehen. Die Verwendung „molekularer Phylogenien“, von 
Fossilien und immer besseren geologischen Daten ermöglichen es, Diversifikationsprozesse 
in Zeit und Raum besser rekonstruieren zu können. Zudem wurden mathematische Modelle 
entwickelt, um Hypothesen von Merkmalsevolution, biogeographischen Szenarien und dem 
Entstehen und Verschwinden von phylogenetischen Linien zu testen. 
  
            Hier wende ich solche Methoden an, um klein- und großräumige Mechanismen der 
Artbildung und Evolution zu erforschen. Ich fokussiere auf eine sehr diverse, jedoch höchst 
gefährdete Region, den indomalayisch / australasiatischen Archipel. Dieser umfasst unter 
anderem Wallacea, eine Übergangszone zwischen orientalischen und australischen 
Lebensräumen. Ausgedehnte tektonische Bewegungen und Vulkanismus haben das Auf- und 
Abtauchen, das Driften und die Kollision von Landmassen während des Känozoikums 
ausgelöst. Dadurch gilt die Region als die geologisch komplexeste Formation der Erde. Die 
Erforschung der Diversität und der zu Grunde liegenden evolutionären Mechanismen des 
Archipels stehen auch rund 150 Jahre nach Wallace’ Forschungsreisen gerade erst am 
Anfang.  
 
            Unter der Verwendung von Stammbäumen zeige ich, dass Gebirge in der Region, 
besonders in Neu Guinea, trotz geologisch relativ jungen Alters eine treibende Kraft für 
Diversifikationsprozesse sind. Es zeigt sich u.a., dass präferierte Höhenstufen sowie lokaler 
Endemismus umkehrbare Merkmale darstellen. Des Weiteren zeige ich, dass klimatische 
Veränderungen im Quartär die Artbildung in Australien durch Isolation in Gletscherrefugien 
gefördert und eine Aussterbewelle in einer Gruppe australischer Schwimmkäfer ausgelöst 
haben. Letzteres gibt einen ersten empirischen Anhaltspunkt für einen Rückgang der 
Diversität innerhalb der Invertebraten. Schließlich konnte ich aufzeigen, dass bekannte 
geologische Barrieren nur einen kleinen Einfluss auf die Evolution von Insektenlinien hatten. 
Zuletzt habe ich bei integrativen neuen Artbeschreibungen mitgewirkt, da ich davon 
überzeugt bin, dass wir in der vergleichenden Biologie nur dann nachhaltig arbeiten können, 
wenn wir Arten beim Namen nennen, welche ja eine wissenschaftliche Hypothese darstellen.  
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French abstract (Résumé) 
 
Dans le contexte d’une érosion dramatique des habitats naturels, l’étude de la richesse, 
de l’évolution mais aussi des fonctions de la biodiversité se révèle cruciale. De nouvelles 
approches basées sur des données moléculaires permettent de dévoiler les mécanismes 
engendrant la biodiversité. A l’aide de phylogénies moléculaires, du registre fossile et de 
reconstructions géologiques, il est possible d’améliorer notre compréhension des processus de 
diversification. Par ailleurs, des modèles mathématiques ont été développés de façon à tester 
des hypothèses portant sur l’évolution des caractères, la biogéographie historique ainsi que les 
facteurs favorisant la diversification et le déclin de certains clades. 
 
Au cours de mon doctorat, j’ai appliqué ces méthodes afin d’explorer les mécanismes 
gouvernant la spéciation et les patrons évolutifs à des échelles géographiques diverses. Je me 
suis intéressé en particulier à une région extraordinairement diverse bien que fortement 
menacée, l’archipel Indomalayen / Australasien. Son centre, la Wallacea, est une zone de 
transition entre les biotas Asiatique et Australien. Des mouvements tectoniques et un 
volcanisme de grande ampleur ont permis l’émergence, la dérive et la collision de masses 
continentales durant le Cénozoïque, engendrant l’un des arrangements géologiques les plus 
complexes sur Terre. Pourtant, la plupart de la diversité de l’archipel reste à découvrir, et 
l’étude des mécanismes évolutifs sous-jacents n’en est qu’à ses débuts. 
 
 A l’aide d’arbres phylogénétiques, je montre que les chaînes de montagnes, 
particulièrement en Nouvelle-Guinée, promeuvent la spéciation. Bien que récentes, elles 
servent de moteur pour la diversification également dans des régions périphériques. Je montre 
que les préférences en termes d’altitude ainsi que l’endémisme local sont des traits 
réversibles. Dans un second temps, je révèle l’implication des changements climatiques du 
Quaternaire dans la diversification de clades Australiens par isolation dans des refuges 
glaciaires. Je démontre que ces changements ont également engendré une vague d’extinction 
dans un groupe de coléoptères aquatiques Australasiens, constituant le premier exemple 
empirique d’un déclin de diversité chez les invertébrés. Je montre à une échelle plus large que 
les célèbres barrières biogéographiques de l’archipel ont eu un impact mineur sur l’évolution 
de certains clades d’insectes. Enfin, je participe à la description de nouvelles espèces à l’aide 
d’une approche intégrative, car les nouvelles approches de phylogénie moléculaire sont 
tributaires d’une taxonomie moderne.  
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Water beetle collecting in the heart of Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park tropical rainforest, Java. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter 1. On the study of speciation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Guinea shelters a tremendous diversity of Exocelina predaceous diving beetles 
 
 
“And thus, the forms of life throughout the universe become divided into groups subordinate 
to groups.” 
 
Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species, 1859. 
 
Chapter contents 
1.1 General background ............................................................................................................. 8 
1.2 Species discovery in the era of molecules .......................................................................... 10 
1.3 Speciation mechanisms and biogeography ........................................................................ 15 
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1.1 General background 
 
nfolding the mechanisms governing species formation and illuminating why 
lineages are unevenly distributed on Earth stand among the most enthralling and 
cardinal questions in evolutionary biology ever since Charles Darwin and Alfred 
Wallace first crucial observations (Darwin and Wallace 1858; Darwin 1859). Thanks to the 
advent of cutting-edge methods of evolutionary pattern inference, the discipline has made 
large strides forward. Yet, evolutionary biology still relies on an initial biodiversity 
assessment and on the description of (new) species as its basic currency. Recent studies have 
predicted a global species diversity of approximately 5±3 (Costello et al. 2013) to 8.7±1.3 
million species (Mora et al. 2011). However, only a small fraction has already been 
catalogued (≈1.5 million) (Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Graphics highlighting the number of new taxa discovered at different taxonomic 
ranks in the past 200 years and the respective trends for the future (Mora et al. 2011). 
 
Paradoxically, whilst the exploration of biodiversity demands a major acceleration of 
species descriptions, this very same science has to face the wane of trained specialists and 
funding drying-up. Hence, novel approaches are needed to overcome this jeopardized 
enterprise and taxonomy has been shown to have great potential to be reinvigorated using an 
integrative approach bringing together traditional and modern molecular phylogenetic 
approaches (Riedel et al. 2013). 
U 
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The science of discovering and naming new taxa is not recent. Since the origin of 
human society, we have always been intrigued by the living forms surrounding us. The most 
paramount achievement that initiated the modern taxonomy era was the publication of Carl 
von Linné’s binomial nomenclature (von Linné 1758). The introduction to the community of 
this novel way to describe taxa and classify them has been a major revolution for science in 
general, and about 250 years later it remains a unique and universal reference to name and 
classify organisms. As one of the cornerstones of biology in general (de Queiroz 2007), 
species are compulsory to study fine to large-scale patterns of biodiversity ranging from 
community ecology to population genetics and from geographic gradients of biodiversity to 
uneven species-richness between clades. However, many different species definitions have 
been proposed since the early definition of Mayr (1942) implying that species are groups of 
interbreeding or potentially interbreeding populations reproductively isolated from other 
groups sharing the same characteristic. These novel definitions were based on different 
features such as the behavior, diagnosability, distribution, ecology, morphology or phenology 
of the taxon considered, which could be incompatible and thus contradictory (Figure 2; 
Hausdorf 2011). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Diagram redrawn from de Queiroz (2007) representing the divergence from mother 
to daughter species according to the species concept considered. The yellow zone represents a 
period of time during which there is no clear separation but only acquisition of novel features 
such as a different ecology or the incompatibility to reproduce. These features might be the 
threshold to delineate species for some species concepts but not for others. Outside of this 
yellow area there is no conflict on the number of species. 
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Despite theoretical progress illustrated for instance by the Unified Species Concept 
developed by de Queiroz (2007) (see Hausdorf 2011 for a critical view of this concept), the 
species concept remains complex due to marked discrepancies in the way species are 
described across organisms (Coyne and Orr 2004). Species may be described following 
different criteria and definitions principally relying on ecology, geographic isolation, 
morphology or more recently DNA. For instance, most of the flowering plants offer 
straightforward morphological characters to establish species-level diagnosis, whereas some 
other organisms like prokaryotes, protists and viruses lack such clearly-defined features, 
rendering the task of species description more tedious (Butlin et al. 2009). Cryptic lineages, 
for which morphological characters might be subtle or not fixed yet, also constitute a 
challenge for traditional taxonomy (Avise 2000). There is therefore a need for a more 
integrative taxonomy combining different sources of characters in order to overcome the 
taxonomic impediment and initiate a new era for biodiversity assessment and description.  
 
In this dissertation, I use an approximation of the biological species concept. Because 
in most cases it is unrealistic to test properly the feasibility of mating between taxa, I use 
different proxies to estimate species boundaries. Geographic distributions, genetic variation 
and morphological features are the three main proxies I used in the course of my thesis in 
order to delimit species. As a result, I assume that taxa presenting clear divergences in some 
of these proxies are different species under the biological species concept because the 
differences we observe are likely to be the result of differential lineage evolution.  
 
 1.2 Species discovery in the era of molecules 
 
nly recently has it become feasible to combine multiple sources of data to 
investigate speciation processes in a truly integrative fashion and at larger scales 
(Padial et al. 2010; Riedel et al. 2013). Since the original plea for a DNA-based 
taxonomy (Tautz et al. 2003; Vogler and Monaghan 2007; Wiens 2007), major advances have 
been achieved to monitor biodiversity using molecules, offering a new perspective to speed-
up biodiversity exploration by permitting to alleviate the shortcomings of taxonomy based on 
phenotypic features only (Jörger and Schrödl 2013). After a discrete emergence by the end of 
the 20
th
 century (e.g. Cracraft 1983), molecular species identification and delineation methods 
have flourished at the beginning of the 21
th
 century, offering tantalizing opportunities to 
accelerate species discovery and untangle cryptic speciation processes. 
O 
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In 2003, DNA Barcoding was introduced as an approach to identify species and 
enhance biodiversity assessment using standard sequence data to calculate clusters that could 
potentially represent species (Hebert et al. 2003a,b). Using DNA barcoding, the identification 
of a specimen is done by algorithmic comparison of its barcode against a pre-existing 
database ideally comprising multiple specimens of multiple species which have been 
identified by a taxonomic authority (Hebert et al. 2003a,b). Although the initial aim of this 
new method was to provide quick and objective identifications and achieve the elaboration of 
a molecular library (Hebert et al. 2003a,b), a second goal emerged,  to detect cryptic diversity 
and allow the delineation of species-level genetic clusters using DNA sequences (Hebert et al. 
2004a). In their study, Hebert et al. (2004a) established DNA Barcoding as a way to discover 
species-level entities but also to question the essence of the species concept itself, because 
phenotypically homogeneous lineages started to be potential sources of an unknown diversity 
comprising ecological and/or reproductively isolated variants. The authors eventually 
concluded that the cryptic clusters they unveiled should be described as separate species since 
they presented ecological and reproductive particular characteristics, therefore raising DNA 
Barcoding not only to the stage of being a universal species identifier but also a potential 
engine to discover new species (Hebert et al. 2004a).  
 
Roughly 10 years after DNA Barcoding was introduced to the scientific community, 
an astonishing accumulation of sequences has been achieved, and the method originally 
designed for the animal realm has been extended to fungi, plants and bacteria (see Hajibabaei 
et al. 2007 for a review). The success of this large project is undeniable for species 
identification purposes and in a broader view as the development of a library of life. In 2014, 
the database created to gather all the sequence data has now grown to approximately 
3,000,000 barcodes representing more than 300,000 animal clusters. However, if DNA 
Barcoding has proved to be a valuable tool to identify species and reveal cryptic complexes, it 
did not accelerate the description of new species. As an illustration, the nine “barcoding 
species” of hesperid butterflies unveiled in Hebert et al. (2004a) have not been described by 
Hebert and colleagues but 6 years later by Brower (2010) no without emphasizing that “[…] 
the publication of these names does not imply the author’s endorsement of using DNA 
barcode polymorphisms in lieu of more substantial diagnostic features as a general practice” 
and further down “My role here is simply that of a responsible citizen who, confronted by a 
sort of taxonomic oil slick, has taken it upon himself to clean it up. This nomenclatural 
remediation does not constitute an endorsement of what might be referred to as a barcode 
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species concept”. In a time of taxonomic impediment, where classical taxonomy is unable to 
cope with the demand for a fast description of biodiversity, DNA Barcoding has certainly 
paved the way for a more integrative taxonomy, but one should keep in mind its major pitfalls 
such as sensitivity to introgression and incomplete lineage sorting (Monaghan et al. 2006), 
presence of pseudogenes (Song et al. 2008) or lineage idiosyncrasy (Hendrich et al. 2010) 
which may render it unsatisfactory when it comes to delineate species in a thorough fashion. 
These pitfalls are of particular importance for the “barcoding gap” which relies on the 
assumption that interspecific variation exceeds intraspecific variation to such an extent that 
under an a priori defined cutoff, it is possible to assign any individual to its databased species 
or to a new species-level genetic cluster (Hebert 2003a, 2004a,b). Empirical studies have 
proven that DNA Barcoding is sub-optimal to identify the delineation between intra and 
interspecific domains (e.g. Meyer and Paulay 2005; Wiemers and Fiedler 2007). Moreover, its 
potential for specimen identification is limited by the requirement of a complete database of 
living species identified beforehand and the correctness of the taxonomic status given to the 
species in the database. Despite clear advantages (Goldstein and DeSalle 2011), DNA 
Barcoding does not overcome the taxonomic impediment and there is a call for more thorough 
methodologies to identify species boundaries. 
 
Methodologies based on molecular phylogenetic trees and the Coalescent theory 
(Kingman 1982), flourished in the past decade in response to a demand for integrative species 
delimitation procedures. In 2006, the first sophisticated methodology to delineate species 
using the Coalescent theory was introduced, the General Mixed Yule Coalescent (GMYC) 
(Pons et al. 2006). This method does not rely on a priori taxonomic information and is based 
on the principle that the branching pattern of a phylogenetic tree should present a threshold 
between inter and intraspecific levels, in other words between species and populations (Pons 
et al. 2006). The algorithm maximizes the likelihood of the GMYC model on a tree and the 
optimal solution yields a threshold before which branches correspond to diversification events 
and after which branches correspond to coalescent processes. The GMYC likely constitute a 
more reliable tool than DNA Barcoding to delineate species, because unlike the latter, it is 
based on proper phylogenetic trees based on models of evolution and possibly inferred using 
different genes than the unique COI. This method has become and remains very popular 
especially because of its good results in simulation and empirical tests (Fujisawa & 
Barraclough 2013; Talavera et al. 2013) despite presenting several issues such as a strong 
dependence to the correctness of the speciation model specified (Yule model), high sensitivity 
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to sampling incompleteness (Lohse 2009; see Papadopoulou et al. 2009 for a response), 
calculation on single-locus datasets only or use of an error-prone ultrametric tree. Several 
developments of this notorious method have been achieved, such as the possibility to have 
multiple thresholds (Monaghan et al. 2009) or account for gene tree uncertainty in a Bayesian 
framework (bGMYC, Reid and Carstens 2012). Many additional methods relying on the 
Coalescent theory (see Fujita et al. 2012 for a review) have been developed since the GMYC 
model, allowing these DNA-based species delimitation methods to be a growing fraction of 
the integrative taxonomy initiative.  
 
Multiple models have been developed recently including discovery and validation 
methods. Discovery methods such as GMYC (see above), Gaussian clustering (Hausdorf and 
Hennig, 2010), STEM (Kubatko et al. 2009; Satler et al. 2013) or Structurama (Huelsenbeck 
et al. 2011), aim at dividing populations into clusters without any prior on the delineation of 
species. For instance, the Poisson Tree Processes model (PTP) is one of the most recent 
developments in species delimitation method, allowing to have a non-ultrametric tree unlike 
GMYC, therefore alleviating pitfalls linked to the calibration of the tree (Zhang et al. 2013). 
On the other hand, validation methods require a priori groupings of the samples included in 
the tree based on available information including DNA, geography, geology, morphology or 
ecology, and then test the accuracy of these assumptions in a probabilistic framework. Such 
methods like the Bayesian Phylogeography and Phylogenetics (BPP, Yang and Rannala 2010; 
Rannala and Yang 2013), Brownie (O’Meara 2010) or spedeSTEM (Ence and Carstens 2011), 
rely on multilocus sequence data but can deliver contradictory results and should be carried 
out in concert with discovery approaches in order to alleviate the potential biases of the priors 
used. Discovery and validation method combinations also known as chimeric approaches 
have also been developed (Leaché and Fujita 2010; Niemiller et al. 2012). 
 
Species delimitation methods based on genetic information constitute a credible way 
to accelerate the discovery of new species and also permit to overcome the shortcomings of 
traditional species delimitation based on morphological characters, such as homoplasy 
(sharing of a similar character state not derived from a common ancestor) and cryptic 
speciation. However, the results yielded by DNA-based species delimitation methods should 
be cross-checked using multiple DNA-based methods instead of only one (Figure 3, Carstens 
et al. 2013) and several lines of evidences (Schlick-Steiner et al. 2010). 
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Figure 3. Incongruence in species delimitation results based on a dataset of six loci in a 
species complex of Aliatypus trapdoor spiders. Seven different methods (named at left) were 
used. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of lineages delimited (Salter et al. 2013). 
 
Overall, new tools have been developed in the past decade to make of taxonomy a 
truly integrative science (Padial et al. 2010; Riedel et al. 2013). The species are pivotal units 
of biology and as such, are used in a wide array of studies in evolutionary biology and 
ecology. Even though the concept of species remained blurry for a long period of time, 
striking progress has been achieved towards a consensual view of species as independently 
evolving lineages (de Queiroz 2007). Species delineation has evolved to become an 
integrative approach combining DNA sequences, morphology but also geographic data 
(Raxworthy et al. 2007; Rissler and Apodaca 2007). If substantial progresses can be 
witnessed, much remains to be done using empirical data not only to accelerate inventorying 
Earth’s biodiversity but also to bring new insights into a deeper understanding of speciation 
mechanisms. 
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1.3 Speciation mechanisms and biogeography 
 
or most of the 20
th
 century, speciation was understood as the mechanism by which 
geographically isolated populations would gradually accumulate genetic differences 
in a random fashion so that eventually they could not interbreed anymore (Hendry 
2009). We know today that speciation is much more complex and can take on different forms. 
Selection (e.g. natural, ecological, competitive or sexual) in particular is assumed to have a 
leading role in its accomplishment by engendering reproductive isolation (Schluter 2009). 
Evolutionary mechanisms triggering the apparition of new species have been classified in four 
theoretical modes of speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004) which are influenced by several factors 
including for instance ecology, genetic drift, selection or polyploidy (Schluter 2001; Gavrilets 
2003, Gavrilets and Vose 2007; Gavrilets et al. 2007). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Schematization of the main modes of speciation. Blue and yellow butterflies 
illustrate distinct species. Blue and yellow circles indicate geographically or ecologically 
distinct areas. A: Allopatric speciation (the purple line represents a barrier fostering isolation); 
B: Parapatric speciation; C: Sympatric speciation; D: Peripatric speciation. 
 
 The process of speciation by isolation of two populations from an ancestral lineage 
which fix through their evolution apart some phenotypic and/or genotypic differences is 
called allopatric speciation (Figure 4). This mode of speciation, thought to be the most 
common in nature, can be easily illustrated by an ancestral population being progressively 
F 
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divided by a mountain build-up in two population subsets. When the populations are 
separated geographically or “vicariant”, then gene flow is prevented and evolutionary forces 
such as genetic drift, selection and mutation act independently in both subsets. After a certain 
amount of time, the two subsets will have fixed enough differences to become distinct 
lineages which in case of secondary reconnection would be unable to interbreed. Although the 
example of mountain build-up is convenient for illustration purposes, allopatric speciation can 
be fostered by any kind of barrier resulting in the isolation of populations. Possible barriers 
can be of geological (e.g. orogeny, marine incursion or tectonic separation of ranges) or 
climatic (e.g. glaciation or aridification) origin, even though both are often linked.  
 
In a situation where a population resides in an area which overlaps with an adjacent 
one, the colonization of this latter by a subset of the population is referred to as parapatric 
speciation. In this case, the subset of the initial population can still be in contact and gene 
flow might happen at the edge of the respective ranges of the two populations. However, it is 
likely reduced and evolutionary forces might work differently, progressively leading to 
genetic divergences over time. The overlap of both population ranges can represent for 
instance an incomplete barrier as in the case of allopatric speciation, but still allowing 
exchange and interbreeding between the two populations. 
 
Speciation can also be triggered by the colonization of a non-adjacent area or 
ecological niche by a subset of the population. This mode of speciation named peripatric 
speciation is similar and sometimes included in the allopatric speciation because the two 
populations are geographically separated and the gene flow is prevented, however the 
colonizing population is much smaller due to the fact that the adjacent area is remote and at 
the margin of the initial range. Examples of such mode of speciation can be found in polar 
and brown bears (Edwards et al. 2011) as well as in hermit crabs (Malay and Paulay 2010). 
 
Sympatric speciation is a mode of speciation in which a new species arises from a 
population in a same range and without any barrier to gene flow. This process has retained the 
attention of the scientific community because of its apparent implausibility and aroused much 
controversy over the past century (Via 2001; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007). Mayr in 
particular made a strong case against it in 1963, arguing that the model was unlikely in theory, 
referring to it as “the Learnean Hydra” because he predicted that investigations on this topic 
would not stop even after his plea. In the past decades, a growing line of simulation and 
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empirical evidences was gathered, suggesting that some ecological as well as genetic 
conditions were likely responsible for sympatric speciation. The role of selection and in 
particular disruptive selection (selection of extreme phenotypes over intermediate ones) was 
also underscored as a good candidate to trigger this mechanism in nature. Among the most 
convincing empirical examples of sympatric speciation are cichlid fishes of the Crater Lake 
Apoyo (Barluenga et al. 2006) or Howe island palms (Savolainen et al. 2006). In most cases, 
sympatric speciation is thought to be fostered by traits subject to disruptive selection and at 
the same time controlling non-random interbreeding, but alternative explanations exist relying 
on linkage disequilibrium of genes involved in mating behavior and adaptation (Dieckmann 
and Doebeli 1999; Gavrilets and Vose 2007; Gavrilets et al. 2007). 
 
If the study of speciation mechanisms helps bringing new insights into our 
understanding of clade diversity, the study of the geographic origin of species in a 
paleogeological framework is paramount to appreciate the micro and macroevolutionary 
factors shaping species richness and patterns of distribution (Cox and Moore 2010). This 
discipline referred to as biogeography captures a tremendous number of topics focusing on 
species distribution patterns and processes. The roots of biogeography lie before the time of 
great explorers, with the French naturalist Georges Buffon who noticed in his “Histoire 
Naturelle, générale et particulière” (17491788) that faunas were different from a continent 
to another. He was particularly puzzled for instance to observe that what Peruvian natives 
called puma exhibited only little resemblances with the African lion, at a time where all 
animals were thought to be the creation of God and their distribution the result of Noah’s Ark 
landing. He spent a good part of his life working and writing about these patterns of 
zoological geography, paving the way for what we know now as the “modern” biogeography.  
 
Phytogeography played an important role in the development of biogeography as we 
know it today, with the works of Forster (1778) or von Humboldt (18051834) who 
questioned the distribution of plants in different regions of the World and at different 
altitudes. Forster in particular was the first to highlight a latitudinal gradient of diversity 
(Forster 1778). Between the beginning of the 19
th
 century and the publication of Darwin’s 
masterpiece “On the origin of species” (1859), biogeographers produced the first distribution 
maps of plants and animals. In 1858, Sclater published his view of the main biogeographic 
regions of the World based on the distribution of passerine songbirds, which would be the 
starting point of Wallace’s drawings. With the theory of evolution by the means of natural 
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selection championed by Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace shedding light on the origin of 
species (Darwin and Wallace 1858; Darwin 1859), biogeography was entering a new stage of 
development untied from reasoning constraints inherent to theological perspectives. In 
particular, biogeography entered a new era with the paramount achievements of Wallace in 
the Indomalayan / Australasian region (1869, 1876, 1880) which included reflections on the 
impact of climate shifts, now-vanished land bridges between islands or between islands and 
continents, extinction, dispersal or adaptive radiation among others factors shaping the 
zoogeographic patterns he observed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Fossil distribution of extinct lineages that occurred on different present-day 
continents and inspired Wegener’s continental drift theory. In red: Cynognathus therapsids 
(mammals and extinct close relatives) from the Triassic (≈200250 Ma); in green: 
Lystrausaurus therapsids from the Triassic; in yellow: Glossopteris seed ferns from the 
Permian (≈250300 Ma); in blue: Mesosaurus aquatic reptiles from the Permian. 
 
 By the end of the 19
th
 century and a large part of the 20
th
 century (but see Croizat’s 
panbiogeography hypotheses; 1958), the main concept was dispersalism, the idea that the 
distribution of species was the exclusive result of dispersal events, a theory derived from the 
work of the leading scientists and explorers who had made by that time most of the 
contributions to the theory of biogeography. Despite its early discovery by Wegener (1912), 
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the mechanism of continental drift or plate tectonics was only formally accepted much later in 
the second half of the 20
th
 century through the publication of several robust lines of evidence. 
Following the processes unveiled by Wegener, the idea of distributions being shaped by 
landmass movements and geologic barriers (or vicariance) started to emerge, quickly 
becoming the favored concept to explain biogeographic patterns. Wegener’s concept being 
accepted, paleontologist and biogeographers started to have a closer look at the fossil record 
and found fossils belonging to extant clades being far outside of the present-day distribution 
of these taxa (Figure 5). Therefore the fossil record could potentially inform biogeographers 
on past distribution of lineage ancestors extinct several million years ago (Ma), thus providing 
paramount information to understand global patterns of biodiversity (Lomolino et al. 2010). 
At long last, some astonishing paleogeological and paleogeographic maps highlighting the 
setting-up of landmasses and water bodies on Earth have been and continue to be designed for 
the past hundreds of millions of years (Myr) (e.g. Hall 2002, 2011, 2012; Metcalfe 2011). 
This development along with the advent of sophisticated molecular phylogenetic methods, 
allow biogeographers to work in a statistical and temporal framework to decipher the 
biogeographic scenarios that engendered the extant biodiversity observed today. 
 
Among the numerous subsets of biogeography, one that has received an increasing 
attention since the middle of the 20
th
 century is island biogeography. Although this field refers 
to different kinds of insular systems such as oceanic islands, mountain summits (sky islands), 
lakes or fragmented habitats, I will mostly focus on oceanic island biogeography in this part. 
Darwin and Wallace shed light on crucial evolutionary mechanisms and biogeographic 
patterns in the Galapagos and Indomalayan / Australasian archipelagoes respectively (Wallace 
1876; Darwin 1909). Despite the lack of theoretical and geological background at their time, 
they proposed important hypotheses regarding the origin and evolution of biota on islands. 
Darwin the first postulated that the geographic isolation of populations by a barrier (allopatry) 
could lead to speciation through natural selection.  He also suggested that species originating 
in one place might colonize new suitable habitats by dispersal. Approximately at the same 
time, Wallace was describing a demarcation line between Borneo and Sulawesi representing 
the crossroads of the Asian and Australian biotas, a barrier named after him and now 
acknowledged as one of the most notorious biogeographic barriers on Earth. The late 
discovery of plate tectonics reinvigorated the interest for island biogeography. Traditionally, 
three main types of islands are considered; drifting continental islands, islands along volcanic 
arcs and ephemeral hotspot islands (Cox and Moore 2010). As plate tectonics are a dynamic 
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mechanism, whilst new islands appear by subduction, fragmentation of continental 
landmasses or intense hotspot volcanism, some others drift and dock on other islands or 
continental landmasses, or simply disappear through subduction and/or erosion. In 1963, 
MacArthur and Wilson introduced the theory of island biogeography stipulating that species 
richness on islands is regulated by immigration and extinction, with immigration being higher 
when the island is close from potential sources of migrants (i.e other islands or 
mainland/continent), and extinction lower when the island is large. In other words, a small 
and remote island would be expected under this model to have a reduced species richness 
compared to a large island close from the continent and/or surrounding islands (MacArthur 
and Wilson 1963, 1967). Although this model based on simple predictions is very powerful, a 
key component is missing, the fact that colonizers might undergo speciation once settled on 
the island. As a result, species richness is not only the result of colonization and extinction but 
is also shaped by speciation in situ. Adaptive radiation, the fact for a lineage to radiate after 
the acquisition of a key innovation or the colonization of a new empty niche (Schluter 2000) 
has been proved to be an important mechanism to fuel lineage diversification on oceanic 
islands. 
 
As described in the “Red Queen” (Van Valen 1973) and “Court Jester” (Barnosky 
2001) models, biotic factors (e.g. competition or predation, see Antonelli and Sanmartín 
2011) and abiotic factors (disruptions of climatic conditions, plate tectonics and associated 
geological dynamics) act alone or in concert to shape biodiversity patterns over different 
temporal and geographic scales (Benton, 2009). What we presently observe when we look at 
our planet is a snapshot of macro and microevolutionary processes at work. We can easily 
observe the unequivocal distribution of species richness around the globe as illustrated by 
altitudinal, latitudinal or longitudinal gradients of diversity (Gaston 2000). The fact that some 
clades comprise more species than others at a same taxonomic scale and that some groups 
have myriads of fossils when some others lack such a fossil record, is also remarkable. 
Thanks to the recent advent in molecular phylogenetics, paleoclimatology and paleogeology, 
but also the development of increasingly more powerful statistical models, we hold a chance 
to infer accurate patterns of biodiversity and understand their triggers.  
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter 2. Phylogenetics as a tool to unveil patterns of biodiversity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bayesian phylogenetic tree of Australasian Hydroporini diving beetles dated using fossil evidence 
 
 
“A fool sees not the same tree as the wise man sees.” 
 
William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 1793. 
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2.1 From characters to trees: A methodological overview 
 
nferring the genealogical relationships between organisms is what phylogenetics are all 
about. If nowadays evolutionary biologists mostly rely on molecular characters to 
reconstruct ancestor-descendant relationships between different taxa, any source of 
character is theoretically usable to accomplish this task. As a starting point, different heritable 
traits or characters (absence/presence of feathers, color of the wings, nucleotide positions, 
amino-acids, etc…) must be collected and arranged into distinct columns of a matrix where 
rows represent different taxa. A first step in phylogenetic inference is the alignment of the 
characters to ensure that what we compare is comparable, in other words that the character we 
are comparing between different taxa is the same (=homologous) because we do not want to 
compare pears and apples. Once matrices have been assembled and aligned, several methods 
and criterions can be used to infer the corresponding phylogenetic trees. It is important to note 
that phylogenetic trees are hypotheses based on a defined set of characters and are therefore 
not always the “true” phylogenetic tree depicting the evolutionary history of lineages. 
 
 Overall, two main groups of methods exist permitting to reconstruct phylogenetic 
relationships. The first one encapsulates the so-called pairwise distance methods which are 
not based on characters strictly speaking but on the fraction of differences between sets of 
characters. For instance, when using nucleotide sequences as an input, the first step of this 
type of analysis is to compute a matrix of distances between each possible pair of sequences 
(Swofford et al. 1996). For each pair of sequences, the fraction of positions which differ 
between the two sequences is a percentage called “p-distance”. Nevertheless, some conceptual 
issues need to be considered when calculating p-distances. Indeed, in the course of the 
evolution of a taxon, the state of a given character can change several times through 
mutations. As a result, the sequence observed nowadays is only a snapshot of the evolutionary 
history of the considered taxon and therefore it is difficult to predict the number of times a 
given state has changed. Such shortcoming can be alleviated by the implementation of models 
of evolution in the calculation of the distances. These models of evolution make particular 
assumptions about the number of substitutions in the evolution of the sequence. Thus, only 
distances corrected with models of evolution should be used to reconstruct phylogenies. The 
selection of a model of evolution is possible through sound techniques mainly based on 
likelihood tests fitting different models to the data considered and then selecting the best-
fitting model under different kinds of criterions (see Posada 2009 for more details). Once 
I 
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corrected distances have been calculated under a proper model of evolution, two main types 
of distance methods can be applied. Clustering methods such as the UPGMA (Unweighted-
Pair Group Method with Arithmetic means) gradually cluster sequences with the smallest 
distances until there is no more sequence to cluster. A major pitfall of these methods is the 
assumption that all the lineages are evolving at the same pace, a phenomenon referred to as 
“molecular clock”. If the molecular clock assumption is met in some cases, in many other 
cases it is not, leading the calculation of the distances to be fallacious and the resulting trees 
prone to errors. Although new methods appeared to overcome this problem, much more 
powerful and explicit others have been develop to cope with the complexity of sequence data, 
and clustering algorithms are not used anymore in molecular phylogenetics. Methods relying 
on additive-distances have been developed to account for non-molecular-clock behavior of 
sequence data. In these methods such as the notorious Neighbor-Joining, sequences of more 
or less related taxa are allowed to have different rates of evolution. Unlike clustering methods, 
the starting point of these analyses is an unrooted star topology where all taxa are equally 
separated from a central node. From this tree, the two taxa with the smallest differences will 
be clustered together, and in a stepwise fashion all taxa are added progressively to reconstruct 
the tree. Although these methods are widely used because they are fast and potentially very 
efficient if the distance matrix is correct, more complex methods relying on characters and not 
distances have been proved to be more reliable and accurate in general because they do not 
reduce the phylogenetic signal between two sequences to a single fraction of divergence. 
 
 The second group of methods used to reconstruct phylogenetic trees comprises 
methods based on characters and not on a matrix of pairwise distance between taxa. These 
methods are based on an optimality criterion under which an algorithm tries to find an optimal 
tree. The first method I will introduce is the Parsimony method also called Maximum 
Parsimony (MP) who can easily be described as the search for a phylogenetic tree that will 
minimize the number of evolutionary changes required to explain the differences observed in 
a matrix of characters. The parsimony method seeks to reconstruct the phylogenetic tree that 
maximizes the number of character states inherited (synapomorphies) and minimizes the 
number of homoplasies. As a result, only the characters which present more than one state 
shared by at least two taxa are kept in the analysis because characters with only one state and 
characters for which only one taxon has a different state are uninformative to reconstruct a 
tree under the parsimony criterion. The method minimizes the number of changes by 
assigning character states to the nodes of a tree. To reconstruct the tree that counts the 
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smallest number of transformations needed, different techniques exist. Two techniques allow 
finding the shortest tree possible using different algorithms. First, an algorithm can compare 
all possible trees, but this method is highly time-consuming. For instance, a matrix containing 
11 taxa can yield about 35 million possible trees (Swofford et al. 1996). Second, an algorithm 
can compare the score of a randomly generated tree with the score of a tree of three taxa on 
which the algorithm adds the rest of the taxa one by one. As long as the score of this gradually 
more complex tree is below the one of the randomly generated tree, the algorithm keeps 
adding new taxa. If the tree has a score higher than the randomly generated tree then the 
algorithm restarts from the beginning but will no longer consider all the trees that could be 
derived from the combination with a higher score. When a tree comprising all the taxa has 
been assembled and still has a lower score than the randomly generated tree, then it will be 
the new reference tree to which new combinations will be compared. This technique named 
“branch-and-bound” avoids considering all possible trees but remains considerably time-
consuming and therefore some heuristic approaches have been developed to approximate the 
shortest tree without providing the insurance that the resulting tree is indeed the shortest one 
considering the data. Several algorithms have been created to perform those heuristic 
methods. Some add the taxa and retain the shortest tree after the addition of each taxon, when 
some others start from a random topology and swap some branches to stop when no shorter 
tree can be found after a certain amount of trials. All these heuristic methods are 
approximations and present a major pitfall, they can indicate a tree as the shortest whereas it 
is not just because they have found one of the shortest combinations possible which therefore 
will be difficult to outperform despite the fact that a shorter one actually exists. This problem 
which will be also discussed in the probabilistic methods below is known as local optimum. 
Although MP can be simple to understand and fast using heuristic approaches, it holds some 
major drawbacks. In particular, the impossibility to consider models of evolution is a problem 
which results in a failure to correct for multiple changes at a same site. When different taxa in 
a same tree evolve quicker than the rest of the taxa, they can accumulate such changes which 
have a higher probability to yield similar states than slow evolving taxa. In this situation, 
homoplasies can be interpreted as synapomorphies and artefactually gather the taxa together. 
This phenomenon called “long-branch attraction” results from the lack of models of evolution 
in MP and can also be encountered in other methods if simplistic models are specified. 
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 Probabilistic methods comprising Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference 
(BI) are also methods based on an optimality criterion. In these methods, the aim is to find the 
topology, branch lengths and models of evolution maximizing the likelihood of the data 
considered (nucleotide matrix for example). The ML method is defined as a search for the tree 
among all possibilities that maximizes the global likelihood (=maximum-likelihood tree). For 
a small amount of taxa, finding the optimal tree is possible, however, for multiple taxa and 
large amounts of data, this task can be extremely tedious and time-consuming. As a result, 
heuristic approaches have been developed to overcome this issue. The search usually starts 
with an initial tree which can be randomly generated or inferred using simpler methods. 
Additional trees are then generated based on this initial tree using tree rearrangement 
operations. These rearrangements imply swapping of branches using different algorithms (eg. 
Nearest neighbor interchange, sub-tree pruning and regrafting or tree-bisection and 
reconnection). The likelihoods of the newly generated trees are compared to the initial tree, 
and if one topology has a better score, it will be the starting point for the new step of the 
optimization. The procedure stops when no additional topology can improve the likelihood.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Sampling of beetles serving as an example to illustrate Bayes’ theorem (From top to 
bottom: Sandracottus rotundus, Laccophilus medialis, Exocelina munaso, Cybister dehaanii). 
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When the ML method aims at finding the tree that optimizes the data, the BI method 
offers an alternative strategy. A simple example allows understanding it with ease. Let’s 
assume that in a tropical pond there are diving beetles of different sizes (9 are small and 5 are 
large) and color patterns (8 have yellow markings and 6 are black) as in Figure 6. 
 
If we assume that all the diving beetles have the same probability of getting caught, 
the probability to catch a large diving beetle will be 5/14. Now with a blindfold, what would 
be the probability to catch a diving beetle with yellow markings knowing that it is large? The 
straightforward answer is 3/5. Likewise, if we were not able to distinguish the size of a beetle 
but only that the beetle caught had yellow markings, what would be the probability to have 
caught a large one? The answer is 3/8. As a result, if we want to write these results as 
equations we would have: 
 
P(Yellow markings|Large)   3/5 
and 
P(Large|Yellow markings)   3/8 
 
These two probabilities are therefore quite different even though they might be 
confusing at first. The prior information that we have, markedly influences the results of the 
probability we are calculating. This is the basis of conditional probabilities, on which is based 
the theorem introduced by Thomas Bayes and used in BI: 
 
P(H|D)   
P(H) P(D|H)
P(D)
 
 
In our example, it would give: 
 
P(Yellow markings|Large)   
P(Yellow markings) P(Large|Yellow markings)
P(Large)
 
 
P(Yellow markings|Large)   
(8/1 ) (3/8)
(5/1 )
   3/5 
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Bayes’ theorem started to be applied to phylogenetic inference only recently 
(Felsenstein 1968; Huelsenbeck 2002). Its formulation is similar to the one used to calculate 
very basic conditional probabilities: 
 
P( i|X)   
P( i) P(X| i)
∑ P(X/ i)Bsj i  P( i)
 
 
P( i|X) is the posterior probability of a tree given the alignment X. 
P( i) is the probability of the tree    (often 1/Bs with Bs the total amount of trees). 
P(X| i) is the probability to obtain the alignment X with the tree    (maximum likelihood). 
∑ P(X/ i)Bsj i  P( i) is the sum of all numerators over all possible hypotheses. Although it may 
seem very complex to understand, this term is a constant and is used as a scaling factor to 
ensure that posterior probabilities of the trees lie in an interval [0, 1]. 
 
 In practice, the method requires an alignment and priors on the models of evolution 
applicable to the data, in order to generate a first tree and calculate its posterior probability. 
Theoretically, it would be compulsory to run the analysis long enough to generate all possible 
trees and calculate their posterior probabilities to find the tree with the highest posterior 
probability. However, this is most of the time impossible because the number of possible trees 
is a critical limitation for the analysis. As an example, the total amount of possible trees to be 
derived from a matrix of 50 taxa is larger than the number of atoms in the entire universe 
(Ronquist et al. 2009). Therefore, the posterior probability distribution of trees has to be 
estimated. The solution named Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC) was introduced 
by Metropolis et al. (1953) and later extended by Hastings (1970). To illustrate the 
functioning of this Markov chain, a good schematic illustration would be a wide landscape 
(the entire space of parameters) with several mountain peaks of different heights (high 
posterior probability density regions of the parameter space; Figure 7). 
 
The Markov chain starts from a random point in the entire landscape and makes a 
random move at each step of its progression in the landscape (a step=a generation). Each time 
the chain is moving randomly, the value of some parameters change, and a ratio of the 
posterior probability before and after the change is calculated to test for improvement. If the 
probability is improved (the chain would be climbing a mountain) then at the next generation, 
the chain will start from this new point. However, if the posterior probability is lower (the 
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chain is descending the mountain), the new state is accepted with a probability proportional to 
the height at which the chain is (the calculation takes also in count the asymmetry of the new 
distribution tested). The chain runs for several thousands to millions of generations to ensure 
that the space of parameters is thoroughly explored. Usually, the early phase of the run also 
called burn-in represent moves in low posterior probability regions of the parameter space and 
is therefore removed from the analysis afterwards.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Schematic representation of an analysis in Bayesian inference. The multiple 
parameters of the analysis are represented in the x-axis even though this is a highly simplified 
vision of the multiple dimensional parameter space to explore. Thy y-axis illustrates the 
posterior probability density for the different regions of the parameter space. In purple the 
posterior probability is low and in red it is high. The three peaks on the left of the figure are 
local optima whereas the true optimum for the priors considered is shown on the right of the 
figure. Three Markov chains are illustrated; two hot in red and one cold in blue. The cold 
chain is stuck in a local optimum but has the possibility to swap states with one of the hot 
chains, one of which has already reached the optimal posterior probability density region of 
the entire parameter space (right peak). 
 
Sometimes, a chain climbs a mountain and reaches a region of high posterior 
probability density, staying in this region because downhill moves are not accepted. Although 
this region might be the optimal posterior probability density region, it might also constitute 
an under optimal region to sample compared to the rest of the parameter space because there 
are some higher posterior probability density regions which were not sampled by the chain. 
Often multiple chains are used and different runs are conducted to avoid such local optimums 
also called tree islands (Geyer 1991). This procedure called Metropolis Coupling (Geyer 
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1991) implies the use of hot and cold chains. Several hot chains are exploring the parameter 
space faster than the cold chain because they evolve in deliberately flattened posterior 
probability density regions. However, hot and cold chains can swap states in order for the cold 
chain to accelerate its mixing over complex posterior distributions and avoid tree islands 
(Figure 7). Only the cold chain distribution is sampled, and all samples collected after the 
burn-in phase are then summarized to yield the posterior probability of each parameter. A 
consensus tree can be generated based on the trees collected during the stationary phase of the 
cold chain, and each node will have a posterior probability proportional to the number of time 
this node was recovered in the collected samples. 
 
Whether molecular or morphological data should be used for phylogenetic inference is 
an old question which still has supporters of each side. I do not aim in this brief overview to 
encompass this topic especially since it relies as much on biological ground than it does on a 
philosophical one. It is however noteworthy to emphasize that even though molecular 
phylogenetics have taken over in the past decades with cheaper and more efficient sequencing 
methods, morphology remains a cornerstone of phylogenetics because we are not able to 
sequence the fossils permitting to date molecular phylogenetic trees in most of the cases. It is 
only based on morphological characters that we can assign with more or less certitude fossils 
to an extant clade. Recently, total evidence approaches in which morphological as well as 
molecular data are used in combination have helped to efficiently unfold the phylogenies of 
clades (eg. Prevosti 2010; Ronquist et al. 2012; Guil et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014). Although 
morphological datasets are complex and time-consuming to generate, they provide a unique 
source of cross-validation for the hypotheses inferred using molecular matrices and should not 
be disregarded as new revolutionary models to test macroevolutionary processes relying on 
phylogenetic trees are being developed. 
 
2.2 Enter the clocks: a guide to dating trees 
 
s time brought more sophisticated techniques to infer phylogenetic trees, methods 
to estimate divergence times from these phylogenies underwent a parallel 
evolution. Empirical evidence highlighted the need to relax the initial hypothesis of 
molecular clock (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1962). Indeed, many examples of clades have been 
proved to actually disrespect this assumption of lineages evolving at the same pace across a 
phylogenetic tree. As a result, a plea was made to take into account the heterogeneity in the 
A 
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rate of evolution of different lineages (Thorne et al. 1998). Different models have been 
introduced to accommodate rate variation due to non-clock behavior (Figure 8). One of the 
first models introduced was the Bayesian autocorrelated relaxed clock (Thorne et al. 1998). In 
this method, it is assumed that closely related lineages have if not similar, close rates of 
evolution and that by extension, the most divergent lineages should have more different rates 
of evolution. As a result, each lineage has its own rate of evolution which is derived from its 
closest ancestor’s rate. Therefore, the rates within the tree are all correlated, and the closest 
the lineages are, the more correlated the rates are. Although this method might perform well, 
it presents the major drawback that a prior needs to be fixed for the root to derive the other 
rates of the tree and that the degree of autocorrelation also requires a prior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Schematic representation of different clock models applied to a random dataset 
following Pybus (2006) and Lemey and Posada (2009). Each point shows the divergence 
between two sequences. The different clock models are presented as black lines. 
 
Local molecular clocks were also designed as a solution for non-clock behavior 
(Yoder and Yang 2000). Basically, different parameters of evolutionary rates are assigned to 
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subsets of a phylogenetic tree so that some collections of branches might have a different rate 
of evolution than the rest of the tree. Any number of local clocks can be specified, starting 
from one, assuming a clock behavior. However, the number of parameters linked to each local 
clock might be a computational burden and render complex the interpretation of time and rate 
distinct effects. Uncorrelated relaxed clocks are the most recently introduced method to 
acknowledge lineage rate heterogeneity (Drummond et al. 2006). In this method, rates can 
vary among lineages and across the tree without being correlated to each other. The rates of 
each branch are drawn from a rate distribution and therefore these clocks are an elegant 
alternative to autocorrelated relaxed clocks. This technique also allows using a collection of 
posterior topologies drawn from a MCMC analysis instead of a fixed phylogenetic tree as in 
the other methods. This later point is of particular interest when it comes to test hypotheses 
and provide credibility intervals for an evolutionary pattern because uncorrelated relaxed 
clocks permit the integration of phylogenetic uncertainty into the dating process. 
 
 These new methods have been proved to be very useful to provide age estimates in a 
robust statistical framework. However, the dating process based on clocks is only possible 
when we have an idea of the pace at which a given gene evolves. In some groups, a rate of 
evolution might be known and therefore used as a reference rate to calibrate the clock (eg. 
Brower 1994). However, even those calculated rates ready to be used have previously been 
estimated using some kind of calibration (Ho and Phillips 2009).  Thus, there is a need for 
additional data from different sources to translate sequence divergences along the branches of 
phylogenetics trees into time. Broadly two main types of data have been used so far to 
calibrate clocks and provide age estimates; fossil and paleogeological/biogeographic data, 
even though the latter has received considerable criticism which are detailed below. 
 
      The fossil record contains a multitude of organisms preserved in different structures such 
as rocks or amber which are the ancestors of extant or extinct lineages and provide unique 
data on the extinctions, distributions and ages of clades. When fossils can be assigned to a 
given clade based on shared morphological features, they can provide a minimum age for this 
particular clade because the logical assumption is that the group must be at least as old as the 
fossil it comprises. As a result, if the geological formation (or amber) in which such fossil is 
encapsulated can be identified based on stratigraphic interpretation and then dated using 
radiometric data, it may constitute a reliable calibration point to calibrate the molecular clock 
(Benton and Donoghue 2007; Donoghue and Benton 2007, Benton et al. 2009). 
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Biogeographic data have also been advocated to calibrate molecular clocks and provide 
absolute age estimates. Indeed, by combining extant distributions of taxa and geological 
history of these distributional areas, one can derive maximum ages from lineage speciation by 
vicariance. Numerous examples are available in the literature of the use of such calibration 
points. Well-documented tectonic events implying vicariance have therefore been used to 
provide maximum ages on a node of taxa which are supposedly resulting from this particular 
event. Among these notorious biogeographic calibration points it is noteworthy to cite the 
Isthmus of Panama, New Caledonia or Sardinia which present different geological histories 
but rely on the same assumption that some of the lineages they hold are endemics, have none 
or low dispersal capacity and did not underwent extinction. For instance, New Caledonia has 
been suggested to have been entirely submerged 37 Ma (Grandcolas et al. 2008). Based on 
this hypothesis, one could suppose that a New Caledonian endemic found on the island today 
cannot possibly be older than the time of submergence. However, the taxon could have 
dispersed from New Caledonia to any kind of geographic refugia before the submergence and 
come back on the island after its re-emergence. Another scenario is that the taxon we observe 
today as an endemic might possibly have been a widespread taxon before running extinct in 
all its other ranges of distribution. As a result, its age would have nothing to do with the age 
of the island occupied by the remainder of this lineage. Finally, the endemic taxon observed 
nowadays might perfectly be the result of a recent dispersal event resulting in speciation by 
geographic isolation or ecological adaptation. In all cases, the biogeographic constraint used 
to calibrate the molecular clock would lead to fallacious ages. As a result, biogeographic 
calibration points are less extensively used than fossil constraints but they might provide 
interesting estimates for taxa with a scarce fossil record and not violating the numerous 
prerequisites of their application. 
 
Placing a calibration point in a phylogeny is not a straightforward task. Until recently, 
it was only possible to fix the age of at least one node in the tree to match the estimated age of 
a fossil or a biogeographic constraint. This point calibration procedure however presents 
several major pitfalls such as the fallacious assumption that the constraint provides an 
approximate age for a given clade whereas really it only provides a minimum or a maximum 
age. The uncertainty on the age of the calibration point is also disregarded even though it 
represents a crucial parameter for the dating process. More recently, new calibration 
techniques allowed the placement of calibration points in the tree as minimum or maximum 
ages. These hard bounds allow the placement of a biogeographic/geological event or a fossil 
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on a node without restraining the node to have the same age as the constraint. This is a 
substantial improvement compared to the point calibration procedure, yet uncertainty 
regarding the age of the constraints and their placement remains problematic. Yang and 
Rannala (2006) and Drummond et al. (2006) independently introduced the concept of soft 
bounds, where the probability of the node age being outside of the pre-defined bound is not 
necessarily zero, but is modeled by a diminishing tail of probability beyond the bound. For 
instance, this method allows a node to have a younger age than the fossil placed on it. In order 
to permit this flexibility, parametric distributions are used as prior for the ages of nodes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Representation of fossil use in molecular clock calibration. The clade rooted in A 
comprises all taxa including the two fossils and the crown-group. The clade rooted in B is the 
crown-group. The branch joining nodes A and B represents the stem lineage. Since the fossil 
1 shares some synapomorphies with the crown-group, it can be used as a minimum bound for 
the node A. However, the fossil 2 shares all synapomorphies with the crown-group and also 
presents apomorphies which allow its inclusion into a particular clade of the crown-group. 
Therefore, the fossil 2 can be used as a minimum age for the node B. Illustrations: Copelatus 
sociennus for the sister taxon and Exocelina sp. for the crown-group. 
 
In order to properly calibrate the molecular clock, different constraints can be placed 
either on a node from which all ancestors, extinct and extant lineages of a clade are derived, 
also called the crown-group, or on the branch that joins this crown-group and its sister-taxon, 
the stem-lineage (Figure 9). In the case of fossils, the placement of a constraint on the crown-
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group requires that the fossil shares all the synapomorphies of at least one lineage of the 
crown-group. When such a diagnostic cannot be made or in the presence of a fossil presenting 
only a part of the synapomorphies of the crown-group, it cannot conservatively be placed on 
the latter but only on the stem-lineage (Ho and Phillips 2009). When fossil and biogeographic 
constraints have been correctly placed on the tree, several different hard or soft bounds can be 
used. In order to specify maximum or minimum soft bounds on nodes, a prior distribution 
should be chosen. Different prior distributions exist such as the normal, lognormal, uniform or 
exponential distributions which are the most commonly used in molecular dating. Except 
from the uniform distribution that requires no prior information in addition to the bound itself, 
all the other distributions cannot be specified without priors. All different distributions present 
alternative shapes that may render them more or less advisable depending on the type of fossil 
or biogeographic data considered. For instance, the shape of the lognormal distribution allows 
the maximum probability to be different from the bound itself. This might be relevant to 
account for the fact that the age of the clade is likely to be older than the oldest fossil 
discovered so far. However, all distributions except the uniform require the specification of 
different parameters a priori in order to give the distribution a particular shape. When there is 
no clear evidence supporting the selection of values for the different parameters, the uniform 
prior distribution (corresponding to a hard bound on the specified interval) might be 
advocated to avoid any error due to fallacious assumptions on the data used to calibrate the 
clock. Although cutting-edge methods have been developed to improve the power of dating 
based on fossil and biogeographic calibrations, one should keep in mind the different 
drawbacks of age estimate inference and be as thorough as possible in the search of 
information allowing a confident placement of the calibration points in the tree (Graur and 
Martin 2004; Heads 2011; Parham et al. 2012). 
 
2.3 How trees help unfolding biogeographic and diversification patterns 
 
ith the advent of more sophisticated methods to infer and date phylogenetic 
inferences, new opportunities to investigate patterns and processes of 
biodiversity emerged. With them, models aiming at disentangling 
biogeographic scenarios and unfolding diversification dynamics of clades have experienced 
tremendous developments becoming one of the most paramount fields of evolutionary 
biology. Using dated phylogenetic trees, it is for instance possible to reconstruct ancestral 
character states such as morphological features, geographic areas or host-plant preferences. 
W 
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Among all these new developments, the field of historical biogeography is probably the one 
that received the largest share of attention recently (Lomolino et al. 2010). If the use of 
phylogenetic trees to unfold geographic origins is as old as cladistics (Hennig 1966), the field 
has recently experienced an astonishing renewal with the advent of new methods and models 
where phylogenies play an essential role (Ree and Sanmartín 2009). 
 
Figure 10. Biogeographic mechanisms at work. An initial taxon (yellow) present on an island 
is divided in two subsets by volcanism. Through geographic isolation, a vicariant species 
evolves (brown) whilst there is an intense volcanic activity offshore. This activity results in 
the formation of a new island where some populations of the brown taxon disperse actively 
resulting in range expansion. On the other side of the main island, tectonic activities foster the 
fragmentation of the yellow taxon distribution area allowing range expansion via vicariance. 
Both vicariant populations evolve in new taxa, on the fragment of the main island (black and 
blue) and on the island offshore (brown and yellow). The latter, via long-distance dispersal 
reaches the range of the yellow taxon whereas a part of the brown taxon colonizes a new 
offshore island east of the main island. The cladograms on the right illustrate the areas of 
distribution of each taxon during the different stages of evolution. Biogeographers have only 
access to the last cladogram that comprises extant taxa and aim at unveiling the origin of the 
entire clade using chronograms, models of vicariance/dispersal and paleotectonic and 
paleoclimatic data. 
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The discipline of historical biogeography aims at reconstructing the geographic origin 
of extant clades starting from phylogenetic relationships and present-day distribution of taxa. 
In an evolutionary perspective, geographic distributions of extant taxa are the result of 
dispersal and vicariant events on one hand, and the balance between speciation and extinction 
on the other. Unknotting the contribution of these events to the patterns of geographic 
distribution we observe today is the central goal of historical biogeography (Wiens and 
Donoghue 2004). Whilst plate tectonics and volcanism may trigger the apparition of aquatic 
or land barriers enabling vicariance and speciation by geographic isolation, dispersal might 
allow the colonization of new areas. Geological dynamics can also trigger connectivity 
between areas that were separated before, therefore allowing range expansion (Figure 10). For 
a long period of time, these processes where only deduced from the comparison of geographic 
area cladograms and phylogenies. In the past decades, new models have been developed to 
take advantage of the statistical framework provided by dated molecular phylogenies, in order 
to test alternative biogeographic scenarios and decipher mechanisms of range contraction and 
extension (Ronquist 1997; Ree et al. 2005; Ree and Smith 2008). 
 
As for phylogenetic inference, parsimony and likelihood-based methods have been 
proposed to reconstruct character states at each node of a phylogenetic tree. The Dispersal 
Vicariance Analysis (DIVA, Ronquist 1997) is the one of the most notorious methods to 
investigate historical biogeography patterns using a parsimony-based algorithm. Based on a 
phylogenetic tree and distribution ranges of all extant taxa sampled in the tree, DIVA is 
searching for the most parsimonious biogeographic scenario to explain these extant 
distributions by minimizing dispersal and local extinction events. Phylogenetic uncertainty 
can be accounted using post-burnin tree samples from Bayesian phylogenetic inference 
analyses (Nylander et al. 2008). However, DIVA presents the major drawback of clearly 
favoring vicariance over dispersal therefore including a bias in the reconstruction of the 
biogeographic scenarios. Moreover, DIVA does not take into account branch lengths nor 
allow the inclusion of paleogeological and paleoclimatic data that could considerably improve 
both the realism and the accuracy of the model. More recently, the DEC model was proposed 
by Ree (2005) and Ree and Smith (2008). This model implemented in the software Lagrange 
(Ree and Smith 2008) is likelihood-based and allows reconstructing in a time-continuous 
framework a biogeographic scenario given a dated phylogenetic tree and dispersal rate 
matrices specified as a prior (Figure 11). Paleogeological, paleogeographic and paleoclimatic 
data but also taxa dispersal abilities are used to specify dispersal rates between areas at 
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different moments of the evolution of the clade. Areas which are distant to each other at a 
certain point of time will have small rates of dispersal between each other, whereas connected 
areas will have greater dispersal rates (Figure 11). In the DEC model, dispersal, vicariant or 
local extinction events are allowed to happen with a probability proportional to the specified 
dispersal rates and topology branch lengths (Ree 2005; Ree and Smith 2008).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Dispersal rate matrices for the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago during the 
past 30 million years. Based on paleogeological and paleoclimatic reconstructions, the rates 
between pre-defined areas where the taxa occur are specified. Between 30 Ma and 15 Ma, 
most of the Indonesian archipelago is inexistent and there is supposedly no stable connection 
between the Australian and Indomalayan regions therefore dispersal rates are extremely 
reduced and only long-distance dispersal with a small rate are allowed. Between 15 Ma and 
2.6 Ma, Australia is moving northwards and the tectonic activity in the archipelago leads to 
the emergence of islands whilst considerably bringing closer pre-existing landmasses. As a 
result the connectivity in the entire archipelago is enhanced and rates are greater. In the last 
time slice (2.5-0 Ma), most of the archipelago present-day landmasses exist and Quaternary 
climate changes trigger connectivity as sea-level fluctuates. New Guinea is fully emerged and 
its orogeny is massive allowing dispersal from Australia through it towards the rest of the 
region. Between 15 and the present Australia has become increasingly more arid and therefore 
the dispersal rates within the island have been reduced in the two last time slices. 
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 Interestingly, as more complex and explicit biogeographic models are being 
developed, a strong focus has been made to establish a more integrative approach when it 
comes to understand the origin and evolution of biodiversity. As a result, the parallel field of 
diversification rate analysis has recently started to incorporate historical biogeography 
inference to investigate to which extent the biogeographic history of a clade can explain its 
diversification dynamics (Goldberg et al. 2011). 
 
 Diversification dynamics, the balance between speciation and extinction, is another 
field of evolutionary biology that greatly flourished along with molecular phylogenetics and 
dating. It arguably constitutes one of the most striking explosions of increasingly performing 
and complex models in any other field of macroevolution in the past 10 years (Paradis 2004; 
Rabosky 2006; Ricklefs 2007; Maddison et al. 2007; Harmon et al. 2008; Alfaro et al. 2009; 
Kembel et al. 2010; Goldberg et al. 2011; Morlon et al. 2011; Stadler 2011, 2013; Etienne et 
al. 2012; FitzJohn 2012; Condamine et al. 2013; see Pyron and Burbrink 2013; Morlon 2014 
for recent reviews). Time-calibrated phylogenies provide an essential starting-point for these 
models to better reveal the tempo and mode of species diversification over geological times. 
When comparing reconstructed empirical phylogenies with phylogenies expected under 
certain models of diversification it is possible to unveil diversification dynamics of a clade. 
Starting from extremely simple models only implying speciation (pure birth models) towards 
much more complex models integrating extinction (birth-death models), a wide array of 
diversification models has been introduced to fit empirical data. Some models imply that all 
lineages have the same diversification rate and that the diversification is a constant process 
whilst more complex models allow relaxing these assumptions and therefore allow 
diversification rates to vary with time and among lineages (Morlon 2014). The latest models 
developed allow calculating the impact of biotic (e.g. competition, predation) and abiotic 
factors (e.g. climate, geography) on diversification rates (Goldberg et al. 2011; Condamine et 
al. 2013). The accumulation of lineages is also thought to be a potential trigger for 
diversification variation as a response to niche and geographic space filling for instance. As a 
result, models to test the impact of clade diversity on the diversification of the clade itself 
have also been developed (Etienne et al. 2012). Additional models accounting for character-
dependent or clade-specific diversification have also been proposed. Overall, a drastically 
increasing set of models is made available to fit dated empirical phylogenetic trees in order to 
decipher the patterns and understand the processes of diversity dynamics through time (Pyron 
and Burbrink 2013; Morlon 2014). 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter 3. The Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago 
 
 
 
 
Scattered tropical islands in the Indonesian archipelago 
 
 
“From a look at a globe or a map of the Eastern hemisphere, we shall perceive between Asia 
and Australia a number of large and small islands forming a connected group distinct from 
those great masses of land, and having little connection with either of them. Situated upon the 
Equator, and bathed by the tepid water of the great tropical oceans, this region enjoys a 
climate more uniformly hot and moist than almost any other part of the globe, and teems with 
natural productions which are elsewhere unknown. The richest of fruits and the most precious 
of spices are Indigenous here. It produces the giant flowers of the Rafflesia, the great green-
winged Ornithoptera (princes among the butterfly tribes), the man-like Orangutan, and the 
gorgeous Birds of Paradise.” 
 
Alfred Wallace, The Malay Archipelago, 1869. 
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3.1 Glide over an intricate geological puzzle 
 
he Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago is one of the most fascinating and diverse 
regions on the planet. This diversity is also highly threatened, as illustrated by the 
presence of no less than eleven biodiversity hotspots, but luckily still one out of only 
three of the world's last tropical wilderness areas (New Guinea) and a stunning assemblage of 
smaller more or less primary habitats distributed around the Equator (Mittermeier et al. 2004; 
Williams et al. 2011; Figure 12). The region has fascinated scientists ever since Wallace who 
made of it his very own laboratory to understand evolutionary processes (1860, 1863). With a 
highly complex geological history, it offers a good opportunity to study the origins and 
diversification of its biota through time and space and make predictions in the light of change 
induced by man (Hall 2002, 2011, 2012; Lohman et al. 2011; Metcalfe 2011). 
 
 
Figure 12. Map of the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago featuring climatic zonation, 
bathymetry, major faunal boundaries and biodiversity hotspots. 
T 
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The present-day geography of the archipelago is the result of complex movements of 
the Australian, Eurasian, Indian and Pacific plates and related geological events such as 
orogenies, volcanism and drift of terranes. Many areas are geologically young and some of 
complex composite origin such as Sulawesi and New Guinea (Hall 2002, 2011, 2012). The 
supercontinent Gondwana started to breakup in the Early Jurassic (≈ 180 Ma) with South 
America and Africa being separated from the remaining main landmasses (Antarctica, 
Australia, India). During the Early Cretaceous (≈ 100 Ma), India pulled away from the 
Antarctica-Australia block and initiated a northwards drift towards Asia. It is only much later 
that Australia completely detached from Antarctica, approximately during the Cenozoic (≈  5 
Ma) to move rapidly northwards and contribute to the paramount tectonic activity that yielded 
the Indomalayan / Australasian puzzling archipelago.  
 
However, Gondwanean fragments started to dock on the Asian margin as soon as the 
Early Cretaceous roughly 110 Ma when a part of present-day Borneo docked on the Sunda 
margin (Hall 2012). A part of Java and Sulawesi present-day landmasses were also rather 
close from the Southeast Asian margin at that time, finally docking about 90 Ma. 
Simultaneously, the subduction beneath the Sunda arc temporarily ended allowing it to 
become an emergent continental region. Meanwhile, India and Australia continued to move 
northwards at different paces, with New Guinea and the Lesser Sunda Islands being attached 
to the latter. Whilst India started to drift faster in the late Cretaceous (75 Ma), Australia 
remained attached to Antarctica for a while. The collision of Gondwanean fragments with the 
Sunda margin permitted the extension of the margin as well as the formation of Borneo, Java 
and West Sulawesi between the Late Cretaceous and the Early Paleogene (9060 Ma). Whilst 
India started to collide with Asia in the Early Paleogene (≈ 6050 Ma), the rapid drift of 
Australia northwards provoked subduction at the Sunda margin (Figure 13). Arc material 
drifting westwards from the Pacific accreted on East Borneo, North Sulawesi and North New 
Guinea as soon as the mid-Paleogene (≈  5 Ma). At the same time, West Sulawesi detached 
from the Sunda margin by rifting, resulting in the Makassar Strait separating it from Borneo. 
During the last 45 Myr, Australia continued to move northwards, with the Western part of the 
fragment getting closer from the Eastern part of the Sunda margin. The Sula Spur formed by 
the Lesser Sunda Islands attached to Western New Guinea collided with Western Sulawesi in 
the last 15 Myr. Meanwhile, highly complex arc material continued to drift westwards from 
the Pacific allowing the formation of the Philippines, North-East Borneo and North Sulawesi. 
Thus, present-day Sulawesi also called the anomalous island by Wallace (1880) is a complex 
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puzzle of Sunda margin material, drifting Pacific arcs and Gondwanean Sula Spur elements 
(Figure 13). As a result, Sulawesi is the geographic and geological core of the entire 
archipelago, a crucial junction between the Australian and Asian landmasses. During the past 
10 Myr, a massive orogeny allowed the formation of present-day New Guinea with the 
accretion of arcs drifting southwards and the collision of the Pacific and Australian plates. At 
the same time, the Sula Spur reached the Sunda margin, engendering arc formation in the 
West (Bali, Lombok, Sumba, Timor) and yielding the present configuration of Moluccas 
between Sulawesi and New Guinea (Figure 13). 
Figure 13. Paleogeographic reconstructions of the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago 
during the Cenozoic era (Hall 2012). Color of landmasses: red is Gondwanean, yellow is 
Laurasian (North America and Eurasia) and green is arc, ophiolite or accreted material. 
 
The role of abiotic factors linked to the region climatic and geological histories as 
potential major driving forces for biological diversification is not well understood and it is 
only recently that larger empirical studies started to unveil some of the underlying 
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mechanisms (Lohman et al. 2011). Nevertheless, some valuable insights have been brought by 
recent studies showing that Pleistocene glaciations had significant impacts on terrestrial and 
freshwater taxa dispersion across the Sunda Shelf and other archipelagos such as the 
Philippines, likely due to an enhanced connectivity of landmasses begotten by deep sea level 
fluctuations (de Bruyn et al. 2004, 2013; Azuma et al. 2006; de Bruyn and Mather 2007; Su et 
al. 2007; Klaus et al. 2013). In addition to the role of glaciations in the current pattern of 
distribution in South-East Asia, several studies support the paramount role of Wallacea and 
Borneo as cradles of diversity despite many examples of Wallace’s line transgression 
(invertebrate studies: Balke et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2010; von Rintelen et al. 2011; Klaus et 
al. 2013). Although major progress has been made to understand the processes involved in the 
formation and diversification of the South-East Asian biota, there is a need for more 
comprehensive studies to investigate interactions of geology and past climate changes on the 
origins and evolution of the striking biodiversity indentured to the archipelago. It is especially 
true when focusing on mostly unresolved matters such as the origin of taxa on Sulawesi 
(Lohman et al. 2011; Stelbrink et al. 2012), the Moluccas, the Lesser Sunda Islands, New 
Guinea, or the evolution of biota prior and after the connection between Asia and Australasia.  
 
3.2 From murky depths to sky islands: Diving beetles as an evolutionary model 
 
there are about 4,300 species of Dytiscidae, the most species-rich water beetle family 
on Earth (Nilsson 2013). Diving beetles are well adapted to aquatic habitats and have 
a global distribution except for Antarctica. They are spread from Greenland to Tierra 
del Fuego (Balke 2005; Jäch and Balke 2008; Figure 14). Most of their diversity is 
concentrated around the tropics where high levels of endemism have been unveiled (Balke 
2005; Jäch and Balke 2008). They spend most of their life as adults and larvae in a wide range 
of aquatic environments such as swamps, pools, lakes, rivers, streams but also bromeliad 
water tanks or underground aquifers (Balke 2005, 2008; Jäch and Balke 2008; Leys et al. 
2003, 2008). Dytiscids also occur on a wide altitudinal gradient from a few meters above sea-
level up to 5000m-high mountain summits in Peru and Tibet (Balke 2005). Although diving 
beetles are among the best known beetle groups, their higher-level phylogenetic relationships 
remain contentious to some degree despite recent larger scale analyses (Ribera et al. 2008; 
Miller and Bergsten 2014). However, because of their wide distribution, association with 
aquatic habitats and thus ease to collect in order to create comprehensively sampled datasets, 
they have become an interesting model to test evolutionary hypotheses. 
T
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Figure 14. From top to bottom and left to right: predaceous diving beetle larva also called 
water tiger consuming a mayfly larva; Hydaticus pacificus-group species (Dytiscinae, 
Hydaticini); group of Cybister chinensis (Dytiscinae, Cybistrini) devouring the carcass of a 
fish; Platynectes chujoi (Agabinae, Agabini). 
 
 Across the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago, there are about 700 species of 
Dytiscidae although many of them are undescribed (Nilsson 2013). They occur in the most 
remote micro-archipelagos and their diversity might be unexpectedly high in islands such as 
New Guinea or the Solomons where only a few expeditions have been conducted to date. 
Recently, most studies on diving beetles of the region have employed an integrative approach 
combining morphological and molecular data, in some cases also ecological niche modelling. 
The integration of multiple kinds of data allows not only a sustainable assessment of the 
fauna, but also permits to decipher in a more thorough fashion the patterns and processes 
responsible for the observed diversity of these insects (Balke et al. 2007, 2009; Hendrich et al. 
2010; Hawlitschek et al. 2011). During this PhD, I have continued to work to develop diving 
beetles as a proxy to study evolution across the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago. 
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3.3 On the study of tropical butterflies to unfold biogeographic scenarios 
 
mong butterflies, two of the most charismatic families are the swallowtail and 
brush-footed butterflies (Papilionidae, 550 species and Nymphalidae, 6600 
species). These remarkable insects are spread all over the globe except for 
Antarctica. The Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago holds without a doubt some of the 
most ornamental representatives of each family such as the birdwings (Papilionidae, 
Ornithoptera / Trogonoptera / Troides), peacock swallowtails (Papilionidae, Papilio 
subgenus Achillides), swordtails (Papilionidae, Graphium), Jezebels (Nymphalidae, Delias), 
Emperors and Nawabs (Nymphalidae, Charaxes) or Oakleafs (Nymphalidae, Kallima) (Figure 
15).  
 
 
Figure 15. From top to bottom and from left to right: Trogonoptera brookiana (Papilionidae, 
Troidini), Papilio (Achillides) buddha (Papilionidae, Papilionini), Charaxes (Polyura) 
nepenthes (Nymphalidae, Charaxini), Ornithoptera priamus (Papilionidae, Troidini). 
 
A 
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Butterflies have been extensively used in studies relying on molecular phylogenies in 
the archipelago to untangle biogeographic scenarios and diversification processes. They are 
often excellent dispersers but heavily depend on their host plants and therefore provide a 
unique opportunity to study the impact of geological and especially climatic disruptions on 
patterns of distribution. Recent comprehensive phylogenies of South-East Asian butterflies 
helped to bring new insights into our understanding of lineage evolution in the region, already 
challenging some old paradigms. For instance, whilst a southwards colonization of the 
archipelago from the Palearctic was suggested for long as the most likely scenario to explain 
the present distribution of several groups (Kitching 1981; New 1999; Kondo et al. 2003), an 
“out-of-Australia” hypothesis was more recently put forward, illustrating cases of evolution 
from ancient Gondwanan stocks, and underpinning the complexity and variety of evolutionary 
histories among butterfly radiations of the region (de Jong 2004; Braby et al. 2005; Braby and 
Pierce 2007; Müller et al. 2013). It has been shown that the role of Wallacea and its famous 
biogeographic barriers to the east and west have been quite different among these insects, 
acting as putative impediment in some groups (Müller and Beheregaray 2010) whilst being of 
limited importance in others (Müller et al. 2010). These studies have therefore provided 
evidence that these biogeographic lines are permeable. As a result, butterfly clades can help to 
disentangle evolutionary patterns and processes. However, there is still a need for additional 
studies to shed light on the evolution of local endemism and the role of geological setting on 
diversification dynamics of butterflies. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter 4. Objective of the thesis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Molecular phylogenies and reconstructions of past climate and geography help unknotting lineage 
evolutionary history 
 
 
“Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability to investigate systematically and 
truly all that comes under thy observation in life.” 
 
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, 161-180. 
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iscovering which factors govern lineage diversification through time is of 
paramount importance in evolutionary biology. Using integrative approaches 
combining a modern taxonomy coupled with DNA sequence data, molecular 
phylogenetics and model-based methods to infer population dynamics, historical 
biogeography and diversification dynamics, it is nowadays possible to unveil evolutionary 
mechanisms shaping biodiversity patterns. In this thesis, I aimed at unfolding evolutionary 
patterns of several groups of insects in the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago in order to 
decipher their mechanisms of lineage diversification. In order to accomplish this objective, I 
studied different groups of beetles and butterflies of various taxonomic ranks, species richness 
and geographic distributions. I have chosen to divide the thesis in three main parts and six 
chapters. 
 
The first part focuses mainly on species delimitation and description of new taxa using 
multiple lines of evidence with a strong focus on the utility of molecular data for this purpose. 
This part is divided in two chapters respectively introducing a molecular framework to study 
species boundaries and descriptions of new taxa to science using an integrative approach. The 
main objective is to underscore the interest of integrating DNA barcoding and molecular 
phylogenetics into species discovery and description to enhance biodiversity assessment and 
develop a global methodological framework to improve the consistency of biodiversity 
description in the future. 
 
Although species description benefit from integrative approaches allowing the 
inclusion of additional characters such as nucleotide or amino acid positions contained in 
DNA strands, these molecular tools can also help to gain new insights to better understand 
how species originate and evolve. In Part 2, I study the mechanisms of speciation and clade 
diversification in island systems. The Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago holds a 
remarkable diversity of islands distributed from the Indomalayan peninsula towards the 
Pacific islands (e.g. Fiji, Vanuatu) and Australia. Within these myriads of islands, several are 
of particular interest because of their geological history. Some are of old continental origin 
such as Australia whereas some others are of much more complex origin resulting from 
puzzling geological assemblages as in the case of the Philippines or New Guinea for instance. 
I focus in a first chapter on the continental-sized island of Australia. This tremendous 
landmass is one of the largest Gondwanean fragment and its present position in the 
archipelago is the result of a slow drift from the South of the globe towards Asia triggered by 
D 
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plate tectonics. If Australia has remained very stable during the past millions of years, its 
climate has dramatically changed through time, especially since the mid-Miocene (≈15 Ma). 
At that time, a global aridification still escalating nowadays started to deeply modify the 
ecosystems of the island. In order to decipher the impact of this climate change on the 
Australian biota, we study at two different periods of time the diversification dynamics of 
diving beetle clades. We use molecular phylogenetics, ecological niche modelling, historical 
biogeography, phylogeography and diversification rate analyses to unveil evolutionary 
patterns and understand the underlying mechanisms of clade evolution. In a second chapter, 
we apply the same set of cutting-edge analyses to the geologically very young and highly 
puzzling island of New Guinea to unravel the evolutionary history of two clades of diving 
beetles. We investigate the impact of recent glaciation cycles on the demographic history and 
associated cryptic speciation of a widespread lineage in the summits of New Guinea also 
referred to as sky islands. We also study the impact of the massive orogeny that built present-
day New Guinea on the diversification of a young radiation resulting from an out-of-Australia 
dispersal event in the Miocene. 
 
In a third part, I focus on biographic patterns and processes in the Australasian / 
Indomalayan archipelago. In a first chapter, we investigate the permeability of biogeographic 
barriers using wingless weevils spread on both parts of Wallace’s line as a model. In a second 
chapter, we study the biogeographic history of a widespread clade of swallowtails indentured 
to the archipelago. In these two chapters, we combine molecular phylogenetics with fine-scale 
biogeographic reconstruction models to unfold global biogeographic patterns and suggest 
possible triggers for these patterns using paleogeological and paleoclimatic information. 
 
Eventually, I underline all the outcomes of this Ph.D. in order to highlight several 
general insights allowing a better understanding of the origin and evolution of biodiversity not 
only in the Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago but also at a global scale. I also introduce 
future prospects to enhance our knowledge on the processes governing the wax and wane of 
lineages through the confluence of cutting-edge methodologies and the tremendous growth of 
molecular data availability.  
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PART 1: ON THE DISCOVERY OF NEW SPECIES IN THE ARCHIPELAGO 
 
Chapter 5. A plea for an integrative taxonomy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characters from different lines of evidence allow a more accurate and reliable estimation of species 
boundaries 
 
 
“The first step in wisdom is to know the things themselves; this notion consists in having a 
true idea of the objects; objects are distinguished and known by classifying them methodically 
and giving them appropriate names. Therefore, classification and name-giving will be the 
foundation of our science.” 
 
Carl von Linné, Systema Naturae, 1735.  
 
Chapter contents 
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PAPER I 
 
5.1 Suggestions for a molecular biodiversity assessment of South East Asian freshwater 
invertebrates. Lessons from the megadiverse beetles (Coleoptera) 
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(2013)Suggestions for a molecular biodiversity assessment of South East Asian freshwater 
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PART 1: ON THE DISCOVERY OF NEW SPECIES IN THE ARCHIPELAGO 
 
Chapter 6. Integrative taxonomy at work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The combination of molecular and morphological characters is a powerful tool to describe new taxa 
 
 
“Taxonomy (the science of classification) is often undervalued as a glorified form of filing—
with each species in its folder, like a stamp in its prescribed place in an album; but taxonomy 
is a fundamental and dynamic science, dedicated to exploring the causes of relationships and 
similarities among organisms. Classifications are theories about the basis of natural order, 
not dull catalogues compiled only to avoid chaos.” 
 
Stephen Gould, Wonderful Life, 1990. 
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PAPER II 
 
6.1 Molecular species delimitation of charismatic tropical butterflies 
 
This manuscript is in a 2
nd
 round of review in the journal Molecular Ecology 
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Abstract 
Tropical hotspots are astonishingly diverse, yet most of their species richness remains 
unknown. Because these hotspots are anthropogenically threatened, there have been recent 
pleas to accelerate species discovery using different approaches rather than only traditional 
taxonomy based on morphological characters. In particular, the use of increasingly more 
sophisticated methods of molecular species delimitation has received a growing attention. 
Whilst sequencing pipelines are making large strides towards cheaper and faster access to vast 
amounts of DNA sequence data, this trend constitutes a completion and putatively sometimes 
an alternative to morphology-based taxonomy. Cryptic species complexes for which fixed 
morphological synapomorphies are expected to be lacking may also be revealed and 
corroborated where traditional taxonomy might have its limits. In this study, we tested an 
array of species delimitation methods in the highly emblematic tropical Polyura Nawab 
butterflies found across twelve biodiversity hotspots of the Indomalayan / Australasian 
archipelago to investigate the discriminatory performance of these methods compared to 
merely morphology-based taxonomy. Based on a multimarker molecular phylogenetics 
framework, we describe two new species Polyura paulettae and Polyura smilesi, one 
synonym is proposed and six populations are raised to species status increasing diversity by 
more than 25%.  Surprisingly, these species are not only island endemics but also 
independently evolving continental lineages. Species delimitation methods were mostly 
congruent and succeeded to cross-validate most extant morphological species. Our findings 
demonstrate the efficiency of such approaches on empirical data and pave the way for 
investigation of less well-known groups to unveil patterns of species richness and catalogue 
Earth’s concealed, therefore unappreciated diversity. 
 
Keywords 
Australasian-Indomalayan archipelago; species delimitation; bGMYC; BPP; Charaxes; 
Nymphalidae; Polyura; Poisson Tree Processes. 
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Introduction 
Habitat loss and climate disruptions threaten global species diversity (Thomas et al. 
2004; Brooks et al. 2006). This is especially true in tropical regions that hold a majority of the 
35 biodiversity hotspots found across the planet, representing regions of extreme yet highly 
threatened endemism (Mittermeier et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2011). Species disappear at an 
alarming pace whilst a growing body of evidence underpins the dramatic impact of 
biodiversity loss on ecosystem functioning (Wardle 2011; Cardinale et al. 2012; Hooper 
2012). In this context, cataloguing Earth’s biodiversity is urgent. Acceleration of species 
discovery and description is achievable using new techniques and modus-operandi. Recently, 
some pleas have been made to use molecular data instead or in addition to morphology and/or 
other lines of evidence to help discovering unknown diversity throughout the tree of life (e.g. 
Padial et al. 2010; Riedel et al. 2013a). Within this effervescence, the field of molecular 
species delimitation has taken a growing importance whilst opening a heated debate (e.g. 
Bauer et al. 2011; Fujita and Leaché 2011; Carstens et al. 2013). A wide array of new species 
delimitation methods have been developed in the past decade aiming at connecting molecular 
variation between organisms and taxonomy using models and thresholds of different nature 
and level of complexity (e.g. Hebert et al. 2003; O’Meara et al. 2006; Pons et al. 2006; Yang 
and Rannala 2010; Ence and Carstens 2011; Reid and Carstens 2012; Ratnasingham and 
Hebert 2013; Zhang et al. 2013). Although these new methods allow discriminating species-
level molecular entities under a certain threshold, until recently only a few studies using such 
approaches led to taxonomic acts (but see Jörger and Schrödl 2013; Riedel et al. 2013b; Satler 
et al. 2013). To this regard, clades for which morphology-based taxonomy is relatively well-
known might be of prime interest to empirically test the efficiency of these methods in order 
to pave the way for a more rapid assessment of diversity in focal clades.  
Numerous studies have investigated cryptic diversity and species boundaries in 
Lepidoptera clades rendering the entire order a flagship for molecular biodiversity assessment 
studies (e.g. Hebert et al. 2004). Barcoding in particular has been widely used to describe new 
taxa using a combination of molecular clustering and other lines of evidence such as genitalia, 
host-plant preferences or caterpillar morphology (Burns et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Hausmann et 
al. 2009; Chacón et al. 2012). However, studies using the most recent advances in the field of 
molecular species delimitation are scarce (but see Dincă et al. 2011; Le Ru et al. 2014). Yet, 
many lepidopteran groups count among the most taxonomically well-known groups of insects 
and therefore offer the opportunity to test the efficiency of such methods in an empirical 
framework. The tribe Charaxini (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) comprises the charismatic 
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Charaxes (Emperors and Rajahs), Euxanthe (Forest Queens) and Polyura (Nawabs) 
butterflies. Passion for this group among collectors and researchers has led to a thorough 
assessment of morphology-based alpha-taxonomy (e.g. Smiles 1982; Henning 1989; Turlin 
2005- 2014). About 170 species have been described from the Afrotropical region with about 
50 to 60 other species spread as far as Southeast Asia, Wallacea and Pacific Islands (Aduse-
Poku et al. 2009; Müller et al., 2010). Molecular phylogenetic investigations of the group 
have revealed the affiliation of closely related clades within Charaxes despite a lack of 
morphological evidence (Aduse-Poku et al. 2009). Despite some taxonomic suggestions 
(Aduse-Poku et al. 2009), the systematics of Charaxes and its close relatives the genera 
Euxanthe and Polyura remain contentious and presently Charaxes is likely to represent a 
complex paraphyletic series. The Nawab butterflies (Polyura) are restricted to the 
Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago (Figure 1). This region encompasses 14 biodiversity 
hotspots (Mittermeier et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2011) and is the fruit of a highly complex 
geological history (Hall 2011, 2012), rendering it a natural laboratory to study processes of 
lineage diversification. Polyura contains 26 morphologically delineated species (sensu Smiles 
1982) of fast-flying large butterflies exhibiting the typical patrolling, fighting and hill-topping 
behavior of the genus. As adults, Polyura feed on carrion and dung but also on rotten fruits 
and oozing sap. They are distributed from India to Fiji and from the Ryukyu archipelago to 
Southern Australia. Numerous endemic species occur on remote islands such as Christmas 
Island, Fiji, New Caledonia, the Solomons and Vanuatu. Since its description (Billberg, 
1820), the genus Polyura has been surprisingly overlooked before receiving increasing 
attention in the past decades with a complete revision of the group (Smiles 1982) and some 
attempts to unravel phylogenetic relationships at regional scales (Wang et al., 2003, 2004; 
Long et al., 2006).). In his comprehensive revision of Polyura, Robert L. Smiles noted that 
characters from the genitalia, larval instars or venation were of little assistance to delineate 
species and therefore he based his taxonomic assessment on morphological features from 
wing undersides that he found very informative (Smiles 1982). As a result Polyura is a model 
of choice to investigate the performance of molecular species delimitation in a robust 
phylogenetic framework.   
Here, we have generated a multi-marker DNA sequence matrix comprising more than 
200 specimens of all extant species of the genus Polyura recognized by Smiles (1982) to 
study species boundaries and phylogenetic affinities among this group. We seek to (i) infer 
phylogenetic relationships between all sequenced specimens to investigate the monophyly of 
morphological species sensu Smiles (1982), (ii) delineate species boundaries using recent 
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methods of molecular species delimitation, and (iii) describe potential new species with 
respect to the results of species delimitation methods and the insights of geographical and 
morphological information derived from the literature 
 
Materials and Methods 
Taxon Sampling and Molecular Biology 
We collected butterflies in the India and New Guinea (permit numbers are listed in the 
Acknowledgements), and used museum specimens to assemble a comprehensive taxonomic 
sampling of the genus Polyura comprising 205 specimens representing all described species 
but the most likely extinct Sulawesi endemic P. inopinatus (Appendix 1 // Maps of 
distribution). All specimens sequenced for this study are listed in Appendix 2. Total genomic 
DNA was extracted from legs and antennae tissues of dried specimens using the DNeasy kit 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Using standard PCR protocols (Wahlberg and Wheat 2008; 
Müller et al. 2010) we amplified and then sequenced the following gene fragments: 
cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (CO1, 471 bp), NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 (ND5, 417 bp), 
ribosomal protein S5 (RPS5, 573 bp) and Wingless (WGL, 396 bp). All outgroup sequences 
were retrieved from Genbank except Charaxes viola which was sequenced for the purpose of 
this study. We specifically sampled representatives from most Charaxes species groups to test 
the monophyly of Polyura (Appendix 2). The DNA sequences were edited by eye in 
GENEIOUS R6 (Biomatters, http://www.geneious.com/), aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) 
and the reading frames checked under MESQUITE 2.75 (http://mesquiteproject.org). The 
different datasets used to infer phylogenetic relationships were generated under MESQUITE. 
All sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession Nos. XXX) and on a public data-set on 
BOLD (###) as well. 
 
Molecular phylogenetics 
 We run preliminary analyses to reconstruct gene trees for the four markers in order to 
detect potential supported incongruences. Results indicated no conflict between mitochondrial 
gene trees and no supported incongruence between mitochondrial and nuclear gene trees. As a 
result we used Bayesian Inference (BI) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) to reconstruct 
phylogenetic relationships of all specimens sequenced using a concatenated dataset. The 
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partitions and corresponding optimal models of substitution were searched under 
PartitionFinder 1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012) using the greedy algorithm, either the mrbayes or 
raxml set of models because MRBAYES 3.2.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) and RAXML (Stamatakis, 
2006) implement different sets of substitution models. The Akaike Information Criterion 
corrected (AICc) was used to compare the fit of the different models. The BI analyses were 
performed using MRBAYES 3.2.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012). Two simultaneous and independent 
runs consisting of eight Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, one cold 
and seven incrementally heated) running 80 million generations were used, with a tree 
sampling every 1000 generations to calculate posterior probabilities (PP). We used the 
partitions recovered in PartitionFinder, but instead of using the a priori substitution models 
recovered, we used reversible jump MCMC (rjMCMC) to sample the entire space of possible 
models (Huelsenbeck et al. 2004). In order to investigate the convergence of the runs we 
investigated the split frequencies and Effective Sample Size (ESS) of all the parameters, and 
plotted the log-likelihood of the samples against the number of generations in TRACER 1.5 
(http://BEAST.bio.ed.ac.uk/Tracer). A value of ESS>200 was acknowledged as a good 
indicator of convergence. All the trees that predated the time needed to reach a log-likelihood 
plateau were discarded as burn-in, and the remaining samples were used to generate a 50% 
majority rule consensus tree. The ML analyses were conducted with the best partitioning 
scheme selected in PartitionFinder 1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012) using RAXML (Stamatakis, 
2006). We performed 1000 Bootstrap replicates (BS) to investigate the level of support at 
each node. A calculated PP≥0.95 or a BS≥70 was considered to indicate strong support for a 
given clade (Erixon et al. 2003; Felsenstein 2004).  
 
Molecular species delimitation 
 Delimiting species boundaries in the absence of discriminating morphological features 
is a challenging task. It is often extremely difficult if not impossible to recognize the most 
suitable molecular species delimitation method to use on empirical data. As a result, the use of 
multiple methods has been recommended in order to avoid bias and to assess the consistency 
of delineated species across models (Astrin et al. 2012; Carstens et al. 2013; Satler et al. 
2013). Because the genus Polyura has not been revised since the work of Smiles (1982), and 
because only few informative morphological characters exist, we investigated inter-specific 
relationships and species boundaries using multiple cutting-edge methods of molecular 
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species delimitation. First we used the Poisson Tree Processes (PTP) model (Zhang et al. 
2013) to infer molecular clades based on our inferred molecular phylogeny. The PTP method 
estimates the mean expected number of substitutions per site between two branching events 
using the branch length information of a phylogeny and then implements two independent 
classes of Poisson processes (intra and inter-specific branching events) before clustering the 
phylogenetic tree according to the results. The analyses were conducted on the web server for 
PTP (available at http://species.h-its.org/ptp/) using the RAxML topology as advocated for 
this method (Zhang et al. 2013; Tang et al. 2014). 
Second, we used bGMYC (Reid and Carstens 2012), a Bayesian implementation of the 
GMYC approach (Pons et al. 2006). The GMYC model searches in an ultrametric gene tree 
the threshold at which branching patterns represent coalescent events or speciation events 
(Pons et al. 2006). As a result, the phylogenetic uncertainty and the ultrametrization of the 
tree have a great impact on the calculation of this threshold. The bGMYC implementation 
allows alleviating such shortcomings by providing the mean to use posterior distributions of 
trees as an input instead of a single tree (Reid and Carstens 2012). We therefore conducted the 
bGMYC approach using CO1 and ND5 ultrametric gene trees inferred in the BEAST 1.8.0 
(Drummond et al. 2012) without outgroups under a strict clock model and a Speciation: Yule 
Process Tree Model. The runs consisted of 10 million generations sampled every 1000 cycles. 
Convergence was assessed by ESS values. A conservative burn-in of 10% was performed 
after checking the log-likelihood curves in Tracer 1.5. As advocated (Reid and Carstens 
2012), 100 trees sampled at intervals from the posterior distribution of trees using 
LOGCOMBINER 1.8.0 (Drummond et al. 2012) were used to perform the bGMYC analyses. 
Species delimitation analyses were conducted in R using the package ‘bGMYC’. The analyses 
consisted for each of the 100 trees selected of 250000 generations with a burnin of 25000 and 
a thinning parameter of 100. 
Third, we used Bayesian species delimitation as implemented in Bayesian 
Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP) 2.2 (Rannala and Yang 2003; Yang and Rannala 
2010). This method accommodates the species phylogeny as well as lineage sorting due to 
ancestral polymorphism. A gamma prior Gθs(α,β), with mean α/β, is used on the population 
size parameters (θs). The age of the root in the species tree (τ0) is assigned the gamma prior 
Gτ0(α,β), whereas the other divergence time parameters are assigned the Dirichlet prior (Yang 
and Rannala, 2010: equation 2). The morphological species recognized by Smiles (1982), 
geographic clades as well as species recovered by the PTP and bGMYC analyses (with 
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PP≥0.95) were used as putative species, yielding a total of 38 taxa to test (Figure 2). We used 
*BEAST 1.8.0 (Heled and Drummond 2010) to estimate the species tree using the four 
alignments and assigned each specimen to its corresponding putative species. Since some 
species were not successfully sequenced for all the genes, we generated artificial 
uninformative sequences only comprising ambiguities for the few specimens lacking, that we 
included afterwards in the alignment files. For the four different partitions, we specified an 
uncorrelated lognormal prior for the clock, a Yule Process model as Species Tree Prior and a 
Piecewise constant Population Size Model. The analysis consisted of 50 million generations 
with a sampling interval of 5000 and a conservative burnin of 25%. As advocated by Leaché 
and Fujita (2010), we conducted three different sets of analyses with different values of α and 
β allowing θs and τ0 to account for (i) large ancestral population sizes and deep divergence 
between species using Gθs(1,10) and Gτ0(1,10), (ii) small ancestral population sizes and 
shallow divergence between species using Gθs(2,2000) and Gτ0(2,2000), and finally (iii) large 
ancestral population sizes and shallow divergence between species using Gθs(1,10) and 
Gτ0(2,2000). The analyses were performed with the following settings: speciesdelimitation=1, 
algorithm=0, finetune e=2, usedata=1 and cleandata=0. The reversible-jump MCMC analyses 
consisted of 50000 generations (sampling interval of 2) with 25000 samples being discarded 
as burn-in. Each analysis was run twice using different starting seeds to confirm consistency 
between runs. 
 
Results 
Phylogenetic Relationships 
 All information relative to the sequencing result and data quality is gathered in Table 
1. Based on the full dataset comprising all specimens sequenced for the study, we recover the 
genus Charaxes as paraphyletic with strong support (PP=1.0/BS=91). A first clade C1 
contains all Charaxes species from Africa (including the genus Euxanthe) and the 
Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago except C. paphianus. In a second clade C2, the genus 
Polyura is recovered as monophyletic with strong support (1.0/100) with C. paphianus as 
sister taxon (0.95/66) rendering Charaxes paraphyletic. Within Polyura, three main clades are 
recovered (Figure 2). The first clade C3 (1.0/99) contained all species of the athamas group 
with P. schreiber sensu Smiles (1982, MOTU 1 to 4) in a sister position to the rest of the 
other species. P. schreiber, P. jalysus (MOTU 6), P. arja (MOTU 14) and P. hebe (MOTU 
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15) are recovered as monophyletic with strong support except the last presenting lower 
support (0.64/49), whereas P. agraria (MOTU 7 to 10) and P. athamas (MOTU 11 to13) are 
found to be paraphyletic. In P. schreiber sensu Smiles (1982), specimens from the Philippines 
form a well-delineated clade sister to all other specimens distributed in the rest of the 
distributional range. P. agraria sensu Smiles (1982) is divided in three strongly supported 
monophyletic subclades representing different geographic distributions; (i) Malaysian 
peninsula, (ii) Sunda, the Lesser Sunda Islands and Sulawesi, and (iii) India. In the second 
subclade, specimens from Sulawesi on one hand and from Sunda and the Lesser Sunda 
Islands on the other hand are also clearly separated with strong support. P. athamas sensu 
Smiles (1982) is equally split in three subclades roughly matching the same geographic areas 
as in P. agraria sensu Smiles (1982).  
The second clade C4 (0.54/61) contains all representatives of the eudamippus-group 
with P. delphis (MOTU 16) as sister to the rest of the species. In this clade all species are 
recovered as monophyletic with strong support. The main incongruence between BI and ML 
topologies is the placement of P. posidonius (MOTU 18) from Tibet which is recovered as 
sister to P. narcaea (MOTU 17) in ML and in a more derived position in BI (Figure 2). 
Specimens of P. eudamippus weismanni (MOTU 21) from Okinawa Island form a well 
delineated clade sister to the rest of the P. eudamippus specimens (MOTU 22). 
The clade C5 (1.0/99) referred to below as the pyrrhus group sensu lato comprises P. 
cognata (MOTU 26), P. dehanii (MOTU 23), P. epigenes (MOTU 24 and 25) and all 
representatives of the pyrrhus group sensu stricto (MOTU 27 to 38). In BI two weakly 
supported subclades are recovered for this division whereas the ML topology only recovers a 
succession of increasingly derived clades. The first BI subclade contains P. dehanii (MOTU 
23) and P. epigenes (MOTU 24 and 25) whereas in ML P. epigenes (MOTU 24 and 25) is 
found to be sister to the rest of the species of the subclade. All species recognized by Smiles 
(1982) are recovered as monophyletic with strong support except in the last clade C6 here 
referred to as the pyrrhus complex (MOTU 31 to 38). Within the latter, P. pyrrhus (MOTU 
32) and P. gilolensis (MOTU 34) are recovered as monophyletic. P. jupiter (MOTU 31, 33 
and 35) is recovered as polyphyletic in three subclades one of which comprising specimens 
from Solomons (1.0/100) is found sister to the rest of the pyrrhus complex and is clearly 
delineated from the rest of the other species. A second subclade from Seram is found sister to 
the pyrrhus complex except P. pyrrhus (MOTU 32) whereas the third one from New Britain, 
New Guinea and New Ireland is sister to P. andrewsi (MOTU 36), P. sempronius (MOTU 37) 
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and P. galaxia (MOTU 38).. Overall the phylogenetic reconstructions recover mostly 
congruent and highly supported clades at the inter- and intra-specific levels. The *BEAST 
cloudogram (Figure 3) from which was derived the input tree used to run the BPP analyses is 
broadly congruent with the topology presented in Figure 2 and does not showcase a signature 
of gene inconsistency in the latest clades. Deeper nodes on the other hand show a more 
contrasted congruence signal as should be expected with the combined use of mitochondrial 
and nuclear data. 
 
Species delimitation 
 Across the entire tree, the number of molecular species-level clades varies depending 
on the methods used, ranging from 28 to 37 against 26 sampled  species sensu Smiles (1982) 
(Figures 2, 4). Overall, the bGMYC analyses delineated the smallest numbers of species 
whereas BPP and PTP methods were splitting the tree in larger numbers of putative species 
(Figure 4). All BPP runs with the same parameters delivered identical results suggesting a 
good convergence and consistency of the results. Both analyses with a large ancestral 
population size resulted in the exact same results whereas the one based on a small ancestral 
population size delivered slightly different results. The only discrepancy between these two 
sets of analyses is localized in the pyrrhus complex. The analyses with a large ancestral 
population size recovered all the taxa tested as valid species except P. galaxia and P. 
sempronius that were lumped, whereas the analyses based on a small ancestral population size 
recovered the entire pyrrhus complex as one species also including P. clitarchus. Two 
paraphyletic series were found for which all different clades were not clearly delineated by 
the molecular species delimitation methods. First, we find in both BI and ML that P. athamas 
is paraphyletic due to the inclusion of P. arja and P. hebe in a derived position. Among the 
three clades recovered and tested, only the specimens from India are clearly delineated 
whereas the two remainder clades are not supported by the bGMYC analyses. Second, P. 
jupiter is recovered as polyphyletic within the pyrrhus complex with three distinct and well-
delineated entities. Populations from the Solomon Islands form a distinct clade in the pyrrhus 
complex and populations from Seram also form a distinct clade.   
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Discussion 
 Consistency assessment across molecular species delimitation methods 
In this study, we aimed at investigating species boundaries in the charismatic Polyura 
butterflies using molecular species delimitation and test the efficiency of such methods in 
comparison to morphologically recognized species. To do so, we inferred the first molecular 
phylogenetic hypothesis for the genus Polyura. Based on these phylogenetic results, we 
assessed the species-level diversity through the use of discovery methods to unfold putative 
species-level molecular clades and validation methods on candidate species trees to assess the 
consistency of the methods. Our phylogenetic trees disclosed several regions of interest where 
morphologically homogeneous species are scattered in different molecular clades of 
geographical relevance. Overall the different molecular species delimitation methods yielded 
consistent results.  The GMYC approach proved to be much more conservative in a Bayesian 
framework than its original implementation (Pons et al. 2006) that was widely used and could 
engender oversplit results (see Talavera et al. 2012 for a discussion). Here, we find it difficult 
to meet the threshold of robustness (≥0.95) because of the use of randomly selected posterior 
probability trees with different branch lengths especially with the CO1 dataset. However, 
when looking at the maximum credibility clades, bGMYC delivered comparable results as the 
ones obtained with other methods and recovered most morphologically delineated species 
from Smiles (1982). The use of bGMYC with CO1 or ND5 yielded very similar results 
although clade support was generally higher with ND5. Among the only highly supported 
clades recovered by the method, three are surprisingly intra-specific clades which are 
discussed below. The BPP method based on a *BEAST species tree recovered the largest 
number of putative species with high support for each of them. Although BPP was the method 
that delineated the maximal number of species in our case it actually cross-validated most 
species from Smiles (1982). In particular it was the only method to recover P. arja with 
strong support, a species for which there are strong morphological characters described. The 
use of extremely loose priors for the input parameters of the models proved to give highly 
stable results except in the case of the pyrrhus complex. In this case, the model including 
small initial population sizes yielded a unique clade containing all species from Smiles 
(1982). Under the scenario of a large initial population size, all species were found as 
independent lineages. Globally, this method was highly congruent with the other ones and 
especially with PTP. The latter performed very well at delineating taxa from Smiles (1982) 
although it did not detect P. arja. Exception made of the pyrrhus complex, the four methods 
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gave identical results for 21 out of 31 MOTU (68%). If we do not consider the bGMYC 
results obtained with the CO1 dataset the congruence score climbs to 81%. The congruence 
score between PTP and BPP (when assuming a small initial population size) is even higher 
(94%), an unexpected similarity between a discovery and a validation method resting on 
extremely different priors and models. Finally, the congruence scores of the different models 
with the morphological species retained by Smiles (1982) vary from 54% (bGMYC ND5, 
BPP with small ancestral population size and PTP) up to 69% (BPP with large ancestral 
population size) demonstrating the need for a substantial part of the clades to be revised 
taxonomically under a generalized species concept (de Queiroz 2007). 
 
Molecular species delimitation implications 
 Among the athamas group, specimens of P. schreiber from the Philippines (MOTU 1) are 
recovered in a well-supported clade which is delineated by all different methods of species 
delimitation. Interestingly the subspecies praedictus from Palawan is not recovered as being 
part of this clade. This pattern is supported by the geological affiliation of Palawan to the 
Sunda shelf whereas the Philippines have an independent and highly complex geological 
origin (Hall 2011, 2012). The remainder of the P. schreiber populations form a very 
widespread clade distributed from India to Borneo without disjunction, a case already 
highlighted in several butterfly species of the region (Wilson et al. 2013). Morphologically, 
Philippines specimens are extremely close to the ones from other regions except for a more 
slender wing shape. As a result we decide to raise all Philippine populations of P. schreiber in 
a new species for which the name P. luzonica stat. rev. is available. All populations from the 
remainder of the distributional range are kept under the name P. schreiber. We decide not to 
raise the subspecies from Palawan and India as separate entities because we dispose of only 
one specimen per taxon for which no nuclear gene has been sequenced. Future investigations 
will be needed to seek a potential demarcation between other populations of this widespread 
species. In a more derived position of the athamas group which is the most complex 
assemblage of lineages within Polyura, Thai and Myanmar populations of P. agraria (MOTU 
8) are surprisingly found in a derived position in the tree without a clear connection with the 
Indian or Wallacean P. agraria populations (Figure 2). Specimens from Thailand and 
Myanmar are found in a well-supported clade that all species delimitation methods recover 
with moderate (bGMYC CO1) to strong support (bGMYC ND5 and BPP) for the ones 
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including robustness supports. These populations form a distinct geographic entity although 
specimens from this region do not exhibit morphological synapomorphies compared to the 
rest of the P. agraria and P. athamas populations. The same goes for the populations of P. 
agraria from the Wallacea (MOTU 9 and 10). Independently evolving lineages may not bear 
morphological differences because of a recent split as acknowledged in the generalized 
species concept (de Queiroz 2007). Following this concept, evidence from our results and the 
supported monophyly of these clades, we raise these three distinct populations to species 
level. The names P. piepersianus stat. rev. and P. alphius stat. rev. are available for the 
Wallacean species found in allopatry aside the Flores Sea respectively on Sulawesi (P. 
piepersianus stat. rev.) and on the Lesser Sunda Islands plus Java and Bali (P. alphius stat. 
rev.). Populations from Thailand and Myanmar form a distinct cryptic lineage and are 
described as a new species under the name P. paulettae nov. sp. whilst populations from India 
are kept under the name P. agraria. These four populations are monophyletic and likely 
represent recent independently evolving lineages presenting no clear morphological variation 
(Smiles 1982). Finally, Indian specimens of P. athamas (MOTU 11) are found in a well-
delineated clade recovered in all analyses with different levels of support. This species is one 
of the most complex cases in Polyura because of its large distributional range and the 
morphological homogeneity of its populations. However, as for the populations of P. agraria 
sensu Smiles (1982) we decide to adopt the generalized species concept and raise Indian 
populations to species-level with the available name P. bharata stat. rev. We have gathered a 
relatively comprehensive geographical sampling for P. athamas sensu Smiles (1982) except 
for the easternmost populations in the Philippines and as a result we believe that the clear 
demarcation of Indian specimens from the rest of the representatives is not an artefact driven 
by sampling bias (Irwin 2002). One can observe the striking homogeneity between most of 
the members of the athamas group except P. luzonica and P. schreiber with two main wing 
patterns surprisingly found across the tree. For instance, P. hebe exhibits a wing pattern close 
to the one found in P. jalysus and P. moori with a hindwing upperside discal band much 
broader than in the other species often reaching the base of the wings (Appendix 1). In fact 
Smiles  (1982) considered these three species as a monophyletic clade whereas our molecular 
phylogeny demonstrates that P. hebe is more closely associated with P. arja from which it is 
only slightly divergent genetically although striking morphological differences exist (Figure 
2, Appendix 1). Therefore, it seems that the wing pattern observed in P. hebe is a convergence 
or a reversion if the ancestral form of this group was closer to the phenotype of P. jalysus and 
P. moori than the rest of the extant species. This kind of morphological homoplasy 
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exemplifies the need for careful assessment of species boundaries and relationships using 
other lines of evidence rather than only morphology. Within the other morphological group, 
only slight divergences have been put forward to delineate taxa including wing shapes, 
forewing band color variations and absence/presence of subapical spots in certain spaces of 
the forewing (Smiles 1982). These characters were not retained as diagnostic characters by 
Smiles (1982) in his morphological phylogeny and based on the study of large series of 
specimens in the ZSM and author collections from the entire distributional range of each 
species, it appears that these characters are highly variable and therefore render the 
delimitation of species tedious and error-prone. Interestingly, the conflict between 
morphological and molecular characters to delineate species was already recognized in the 
study of Aduse-Poku et al. (2010) investigating African Charaxes species relationships. In the 
context of recent diversification events where cryptic speciation can be unveiled, it might be 
difficult to distinguish between phenotypic variability and specific morphological divergences 
and therefore molecular characters might be more reliable to identify species-level taxa and 
diagnose them.  
 In the eudamippus group, all species delimitation methods recover the different 
species from Smiles (1982) as valid entities except for P. eudamippus in which all methods 
but bGMYC based on the CO1 dataset recover two independent lineages. The subspecies P. 
eudamippus weismanni (MOTU 21) found as a separate lineage presents the northernmost 
distributional range among Polyura, in the Ryukyu archipelago. This assemblage of islands is 
of recent tectonic origin with late connections to the continent before sea-level raised in the 
Pleistocene (Kimura 2000). In particular, land bridges may have existed between the 
archipelago and Taiwan until recently (Kimura 2000). As a result, this population could be 
either the vicariant of continental and Taiwanese populations or the result of dispersal at some 
point in the evolution of this group. In their study Long et al. (2006) suggested that Taiwanese 
P. eudamippus could be derived from continental populations via glacial land bridge 
colonization in the past thousands of years. However, the genetic demarcation we observe 
between P. eudamippus weismanni and the remainder of P. eudamippus is unlikely to be the 
result of such a short period of time and we hypothesize that the former is likely the result of a 
more ancient dispersal event out of China. This is supported by a greater morphological 
variation of this subspecies compared to the rest of P. eudamippus populations including the 
easternmost ones in Taiwan (Smiles 1982). Based on the results of our species delimitation 
methods, the strong phylogenetic signal, morphological features and these biogeographical 
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considerations we raise the populations of P. eudamippus from the Ryukyu archipelago as a 
valid species with the available name P. weismanni stat. rev. 
 Among the pyrrhus group sensu lato, most species are recovered by the species 
delimitation methods except for P. epigenes and within the pyrrhus complex (Figure 2). The 
investigation of species boundaries in P. epigenes revealed the potential existence of two 
separate lineages on different islands of the Solomons. The two subspecies P. epigenes 
epigenes and P. epigenes monochromus are found in the same clade although the populations 
are respectively restricted to the Southern and Northern part of the archipelago. The 
subspecies P. epigenes bicolor recently described from the island of Malaita (Turlin and Sato 
1995) only a few kilometers away from Guadalcanal where P. epigenes epigenes occurs, is 
found to be paraphyletic with very low support in BI and as monophyletic with moderate 
support in ML. bGMYC consistently failed to recover P. epigenes bicolor as a valid species 
when BPP and PTP provided strong evidence for it. This subspecies has recently been 
described as a valid species (Müller and Tennent 1998) before being synonymized and 
downgraded to infraspecific level (Turlin 2001). In the original description (Turlin and Sato 
1995) as well as in Turlin (2001), it was emphasized that despite presenting some strong 
morphological differences with populations from other islands this taxon should remain a 
subspecies of P. epigenes. We argue that in the light of our results a taxonomic reassessment 
of this lineage might be needed but in order to untangle this question additional taxon 
sampling and better gene coverage are compulsory. Therefore, and in a conservative manner 
we decide not to raise this lineage to species level. Within the pyrrhus complex, P. jupiter 
sensu Smiles (1982) is recovered as polyphyletic with three clades delineated by the 
phylogenetic analyses but with different levels of support by species molecular delimitation 
methods. Specimens from the Solomons (MOTU 31) are found in a very remote location 
compared to the remainder of the specimens and are recovered in all analyses of species 
delimitation except for BPP when ancestral population sizes are small. In the latter case this 
clade is found nested in one large species encompassing the pyrrhus complex and P. 
clitarchus. Specimens from the Solomons are an endemic with rather deviant morphology 
presenting a larger habitus than species from the pyrrhus complex recognized by Smiles 
(1982) and clear discriminatory morphological features on the upper- and underside of the 
wings. Although Solomons are close to New Guinea where some populations of P. jupiter  
(MOTU 35) occur, we find no direct relationship between these two taxa that could have been 
the result of a simple biogeographic event (vicariance during low sea level or active 
dispersal). Based on obvious morphological characters, geographic singularity as well as the 
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results of our species delimitation results we raise the populations of P. jupiter sensu Smiles 
(1982) from the Solomons to species rank under the available name P. attila stat. rev. We 
suspect that the subspecies P. jupiter admiralitatis which was not sampled in this study 
should be included within P. attila stat. rev. as it shares similar morphological features but 
since its distribution in the Admiralty archipelago overlaps the distribution of the New 
Guinean populations of P. jupiter, additional data is needed to confirm this taxonomic 
decision, . The placement of P. attila stat. rev. reveals a more complex evolutionary history 
for the group with possibly an early colonization of Pacific islands as illustrated by the 
branching of P. sacco, P. caphontis and P. gamma in the pyrrhus group sensu lato. The 
colonization of New Guinea and the Moluccas out of Pacific clades in a westward 
configuration would be in line with recent studies on the paleogeography of the region (Hall 
2011, 2012) and the origin and timing of Melanesian clade diversification (Toussaint et al. 
2014). However these hypotheses remain to be tested in a proper biogeographic framework. 
The remainder of the pyrrhus complex showcases a much more delicate pattern because most 
species delimitation methods disagree with morphology but also between each other. Based 
on strong morphological evidence (Smiles 1982; Turlin and Sato 1995), we argue that it 
would be unparsimonious to lump all extant species of this complex in one valid species. 
Moreover, our phylogenetic reconstructions clearly disclose a fine geographic structuration of 
populations in this group despite presenting moderate nodal support. Considering the validity 
of each extant species, two problems remain; (i) specimens of P. jupiter sensu Smiles (1982) 
from Seram (MOTU 33) are found in a distant clade whereas specimens from the New 
Guinean archipelago (MOTU 35) are found as sister to P. gilolensis (MOTU 34), and (ii) 
specimens from P. galaxia (MOTU 38) and P. sempronius (MOTU 37) sensu Smiles (1982) 
are found in a same clade without any structuration. Originally populations of P. jupiter sensu 
Smiles (1982) from Seram have been described as an aberration of P. jupiter with which they 
share a common morphology but that allows an easy separation from the sympatrically 
occurring P. pyrrhus. We recover a shallow genetic divergence between the two clades 
although both are found to be monophyletic. In order to keep P. jupiter monophyletic and 
reach a balanced decision, we describe the populations from Seram as a new species under the 
name P. smilesi sp. nov. and therefore leave the populations from the New Guinean 
archipelago under the name P. jupiter. The sister position of P. pyrrhus and P. smilesi sp. nov. 
which look quite alike in spite of the thicker anal vein of P. pyrrhus might indicate a case of 
sympatric speciation although additional taxon sampling and finer molecular techniques 
would be required to test this hypothesis thoroughly. In particular the relationships between P. 
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smilesi sp. nov. and specimens of P. jupiter from the two subspecies keianus and watubela 
respectively from Kei Island and Watubela Island east of Seram would be of interest. Finally, 
P. galaxia (MOTU 38) and P. sempronius (MOTU 37) sensu Smiles (1982) are consistently 
found as one species across the different methods used and the branching of the multiple 
specimens clearly indicates that these two taxa represent a unique species. The geographic 
distribution of both taxa also supports the view of a single widespread species ranging from 
Lombok to Lord Howe Island about 600km East of the Australian mainland, and 
encompassing most Lesser Sunda Islands and the entire coastal region of Australia from West 
to South-East (Figure 1). We therefore synonymize P. galaxia with P. sempronius in order to 
reflect our results. The case of the very peculiar Christmas Island endemic P. andrewsi is also 
of interest. This species could possibly belong to P. sempronius as the westernmost 
representative of this widespread species but additional data is also needed here. Interestingly 
this lineage might be of biogeographic relevance as Christmas Island is much closer to Java 
than it is to the Lesser Sunda Islands where its closest relative occurs, and no representative of 
the pyrrhus complex has yet reached the western part of Wallace’s line in Bali or Java (Figure 
1). Overall the pyrrhus complex is a geographically highly structured species complex with a 
distributional range encompassing Australia, the Moluccas, the New Guinean archipelago, the 
Solomons and Christmas Island. The shallow genetic divergence between members of this 
group would also be here in line with the late geological assemblage of Melanesia and 
Wallacea and the great dispersal ability of these insects. 
 
Description of new species and taxonomic reassessment 
The descriptions of two new species of Polyura are given following examples and 
recommendations retrieved from state-of.-the-art molecular taxonomy studies (e.g. Jörger and 
Schrödl 2013; Riedel et al. 2013b). 
 
Family: Nymphalidae Rafinesque, 1815 
Subfamily: Charaxinae Guenée, 1865 
Genus: Polyura Billberg, 1820 
 
Polyura paulettae Toussaint sp. n. 
LSID : XXXXX 
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Species page: XXXX 
Corresponding molecular operational taxonomic unit (MOTU): MOTU 8 (Figure 2). 
Types: Holotype (ZSM - Bavarian State Collection of Zoology, Germany): Female from 
Wang Chin District, Phrae Province, Thailand, IV 1982, collected by local collectors, this is a 
dry-pinned specimen with voucher ET27 and red HOLOTYPE label (Figure 3). Paratypes 
(ZSM): three dry-pinned specimens collected by local collectors, with voucher # ET52 (male 
from the same locality as the holotype), ET61 (male from Shan States, Myanmar), ET94 
(male from North Sagaing, Myanmar) and blue PARATYPE label. 
Etymology: Named after the first author’s grandmother Paule “Paulette” Toussaint, passionate 
butterfly admirer and collector. 
Distribution: Currently known from Myanmar and Northern Thailand. 
Diagnosis: A cryptic sister species of P. agraria sensu Smiles (1982) and found in the 
athamas group. Very similar to P. agraria, P. alphius and P. piepersianus with which the new 
species shares a more elongated wing shape than the rest of the athamas group. Among these 
four species P. agraria and P. paulettae are supposed to present a subapical spot in cell R4 
but based on the careful study of multiple museum series of specimens it seems that this 
character is variable and thus not reliable for diagnosis as suspected by Smiles (1982). The 
characters suggested in Smiles (1982) and not retained as diagnostic characters were also 
variable in P. alphius and P. piepersianus therefore rendering the morphological identification 
of all four species difficult and error prone. Geographic localities on the other hand are 
helpful as these four species occur in allopatry (Appendix 1). Phylogenetic relationships also 
highlight a clear demarcation of these different lineages (Figures 2, 3). 
Molecular diagnostic characters compared to the sister clade in the gene alignments (codon 
position): CO1: 90, C (3rd); 123, C (3rd); 276, A (3rd); 318, G (3rd); 405, A (3rd). ND5: 57, 
G (3rd); 64, T (1st); 147, G (3rd); 286, G (1st); 295, A (1st). 
DNA sequences are EMBL accession numbers xxxxxxxx. 
 
Polyura smilesi Toussaint sp. n. 
Eriboea  jupiter aberration rectifascia Talbot, 1920 (unavailable name, introduced at 
infrasubspecific level). 
LSID : XXXXX. 
Species page: XXXX. 
Corresponding molecular operational taxonomic unit: MOTU 33 (Figure 2). 
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Types: Holotype (Indonesian Institute of Sciences LIPI, Division of Zoology, Cibinong, 
Indonesia): Female from Seram, Indonesia, X 1969, collected by local collectors, this is a dry-
pinned specimen with voucher ET187 and red HOLOTYPE label (Figure 3). Paratypes 
(ZSM): three dry-pinned specimens collected by local collectors in the same locality as the 
holotype, with voucher # ET191 (male), ET192 (male), ET193 (female) and blue 
PARATYPE label. 
Etymology: Named after Robert Leslie Smiles who realized the stunning revision of Polyura 
Nawab butterflies in 1982 and without whom this study would have never been possible. 
Distribution: Endemic to Seram. 
Diagnosis: Originally mentioned as ab. rectifascia, an aberration of P. jupiter, P. smilesi is 
morphologically very similar but with less grey-blue scaling on the hindwing. The molecular 
phylogeny recovers P. smilesi more closely related to P. pyrrhus than to P. jupiter even 
though a clear morphological demarcation renders false identifications theoretically 
impossible. As underlined by Smiles (1982), the black lines on the anal veins of the hindwing 
underside are exaggeratedly thick in P. pyrrhus, a unique character in Polyura which is not 
found in P. jupiter or P. smilesi. 
Molecular diagnostic characters compared to the sister clade in the gene alignments (codon 
position): CO1: 145, A (1st); ND5: 345, T (3rd); 360, C (3rd). 
 
We additionally propose the following taxonomic changes following our results with updated 
distributional ranges and habitus pictures presented in Appendix 1: 
 
Polyura alphius Staudinger, 1886, stat. rev.: species propria 
Polyura attila Grose-Smith, 1889, stat. rev.: species propria 
Polyura bharata Felder & Felder, 1867, stat. rev.: species propria 
Polyura luzonica Rothschild, 1899 (originally described in Eulepis), stat. rev.: species 
propria 
Polyura piepersianus Martin, 1924, stat. rev.: species propria 
Polyura weismanni Fritze, 1894, stat. rev.: species propria 
Polyura sempronius Fabricius, 1793 (originally described in Papilio) = Polyura galaxia 
Butler, 1866, syn. n. 
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Conclusion 
 Molecular species delimitation methods offer a tantalizing opportunity to accelerate 
the discovery of biodiversity on our planet. This is especially true for cryptic species 
complexes that host a substantial fraction of this unknown species richness that cannot be 
unfolded with traditional morphology-based taxonomic approaches. Here, using molecular 
species delimitation techniques in addition to geographic and morphological data, we unveil 
new species in a group of tropical emblematic butterflies occurring in some of the most 
threatened regions of Earth. We argue that the proper use of molecular species delimitation 
methods might have at least two cardinal implications; (i) with an accelerated rate of species 
extinction and the notorious issue of traditional taxonomic description pace, these discovery 
methods represent an increasingly efficient tool that taxonomists should get a grip at in order 
to enhance the linkage with formal descriptions, and (ii) whilst anthropogenic erosion of 
habitats is greatly impacting the sustainability of known and unknown biodiversity, especially 
in the tropics, showcasing an unsuspected richness of flagship organisms can help capture the 
attention of conservation planners in order to preserve this ecological legacy for future 
generations. 
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Tables 
 
Table 1. Information relative to the molecular datasets 
 
 Specimens Length Missing data GC content MOTU Species 
CO1 196 (95.6%) 471 bp 5.2% 27.9% 38 (100%) 33 (100%) 
ND5 196 (95.6%) 417 bp 2.2% 20.3% 38 (100%) 33 (100%) 
RPS5 125 (61.0%) 573 bp 5.3% 42.3% 32 (84.2%) 29 (87.9%) 
Wingless 116 (56.6%) 396 bp 1.7% 24.8% 33 (86.8%) 30 (90.9%) 
Full dataset 205 1857 bp 26.3 % 25.6 % 38 (100%) 33 (100%) 
 
Figures 
 
Figure 1. Distributional ranges of the different Polyura species groups in the 
Indomalayan-Australasian archipelago. 
Geographic map of the Indomalayan-Australasian archipelago featuring the distribution of the 
three Polyura species groups spread on twelve out of fourteen hotspots of biodiversity found 
in the region. Stars do not indicate the exact location of biodiversity hotspots but a rough 
approximation of their center. Names and delineations of main biogeographic barriers and 
geological regions are provided. Habitus of six species are presented on the edge of their 
distribution (see Appendix 2). From left to right: P. bharata stat. rev., P. dehanii, P. andrewsi, 
P. posidonius, P. luzonica stat. rev., P. weismanni stat. rev., P. epigenes.  Colored dots under 
the habitus of each species indicate the species group to which it belongs. 
 
Figure 2. Polyura molecular phylogenetic relationships and species boundaries. 
Bayesian molecular phylogeny of CO1, ND5, Rps5 and Wingless gene fragments recovered 
under MrBayes. Posterior probabilities and bootstrap values from the RAxML analysis are 
presented for the most important nodes (asterisks indicate PP≥0.95 or BS≥70; - indicate that 
the node was not recovered in the RAxML topology). Double bar at the root indicates that 
grey branches have been reduced in length and are not proportional to the scale. Branches 
within the genera Charaxes and Euxanthe are shown in orange and branches for Polyura are 
respectively shown in blue, green and red for the athamas, eudamippus and pyrrhus group 
(sensu lato). Picture of habitus are presented for C. fournierae and all morphological species 
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from Smiles (1982) as indicated by the delineation of the grey “Morphology” bars. Within the 
pyrrhus complex, the habitus presented from top to bottom are: P. pyrrhus, P. jupiter, P. 
gilolensis, P. andrewsi, P. sempronius and P. galaxia sensu Smiles(1982). Rectangles in the 4 
other columns at the right present the results of the different species delimitation methods. 
Numbers on the right correspond to the 38 putative MOTU delineated using bGMYC and 
PTP and used in the *BEAST and BPP analyses. 
 
Figure 3. *BEAST cloudogram of candidate species trees. 
Left side: All post-burn-in posterior probability trees resulting from the *BEAST species tree 
analysis comprising the 38 putative species with corresponding numbers. Areas where the 
majority of topologies are in agreement are shown in dark and correspond to well-supported 
clades. A habitus for each species that was either described or raised to species-level in this 
study is presented on the right of the figure in the order of its MOTU number appearance in 
the cloudogram. From top to bottom: P. paulettae sp. nov. (MOTU 8), P. alphius stat. rev. 
(MOTU 10), P. piepersianus stat. rev. (MOTU 9), P. bharata stat. rev. (MOTU 11), P. 
luzonica stat. rev. (MOTU 1), P. smilesi sp. nov. (MOTU 33), P. attila stat. rev. (MOTU 31) 
and P. weismanni stat. rev. (MOTU 21). 
 
Figure 4. Performance of the different molecular species delimitation methods. 
Histogram presenting the results of the different species delimitation methods used on the 
Polyura datasets. The following values are presented:  proportion of MOTU recovered 
compared to the total amount of MOTU delineated (38 MOTU), proportion of morphospecies 
(26 species) from Smiles (1982) recovered, and proportion of valid species recognized in this 
study (33 species) recovered. BPP 1 summarizes the results of the models with large initial 
population size and BPP 2 with small initial population size. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Distributional ranges of all extant Polyura species in the Indomalayan / 
Australasian archipelago. 
Appendix 2. List of taxa sequenced in this study 
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Genus Species Subspecies Author Country Locality Coll. Code 
Memphis appias - Hübner, 1825 Brazil Atibai, Sao Paulo UNI NW127-6 
Palla violinitens - Crowley, 1890 Ghana - NSG NW123-19 
Charaxes aristogiton - Felder, 1867 Thailand Chiangmai CJM CJM-171-001 
Charaxes castor - Cramer, 1775 England Stratford Pupae Farm NSG NW78-3 
Charaxes eupale - Drury, 1782 Uganda Kibale National Park NSG NW164-3 
Charaxes fournierae jolybouyeri Vingerhoedt, 1998 Guinea - EVC EV-0006 
Charaxes kirki daria Rothschild, 1903 Ethiopia - EVC EV-0056 
Charaxes latona papuensis Butler, 1869 Papua New Guinea Watut River, Morobe CJM CJM-194-001 
Charaxes nichetes - Grose-Smith, 1883 Zambia North of Mwinilunga, Lesombo River NSG NW114-14 
Charaxes paphianus - Ward, 1871 Ghana Bia KAC KAP108 
Charaxes pollux - Cramer, 1775 Ghana Kakum National Park KAC KAP501 
Charaxes porthos - Grose-Smith, 1883 Uganda Kibale National Park NSG NW118-11 
Charaxes viola - Butler, 1866 Central African Republic - ETC ET210 
Euxanthe eurinome - Cramer, 1775 Ghana Western Draw River NSG NW131-10 
Euxanthe madagascariensis - Lucas, 1843 Madagascar - EVC EV-0066 
Polyura agraria agraria Swinhoe, 1887 India Bengaluru Urban, Karnataka NCBS PS988 
Polyura agraria agraria Swinhoe, 1887 India Bengaluru Urban, Karnataka NCBS PT007 
Polyura alphius fruhstorferi Röber, 1895 Indonesia Java ETC ET15 
Polyura alphius fruhstorferi Röber, 1895 Indonesia West Java ZSM ET46 
Polyura alphius sumbaensis Swinhoe, 1897 Indonesia Alor, Nusa Teggara ZSM ET49 
Polyura andrewsi - Butler, 1900 Australia Christmas Island BTC ET143 
Polyura arja - Felder & Felder, 1867 India Rajabhatkhawa, Jalpaiguri, West Bengal NCBS PV875 
Polyura arja - Felder & Felder, 1867 India Rajabhatkhawa, Jalpaiguri, West Bengal NCBS PV933 
Polyura arja - Felder & Felder, 1867 Thailand Ban Mae Khanin, Neua, Wang Dong BTC ET111 
Polyura arja - Felder & Felder, 1867 Thailand Chiang Mai ZSM ET47 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET100 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET101 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET96 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET97 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET98 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET99 
Polyura athamas athamas Drury, 1770 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET28 
Polyura athamas uraeus Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia West Java ETC ET194 
Polyura athamas uraeus Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia Padang, West Sumatra ETC ET179 
Polyura athamas uraeus Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia Padang, West Sumatra ETC ET180 
Polyura athamas uraeus Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Malaysia Ranau, Kinabalu, Sabah, Northern Borneo ZSM ET53 
Polyura athamas uraeus Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Malaysia Ranau, Kinabalu, Sabah, Northern Borneo ZSM ET54 
Polyura attila - Grose-Smith, 1889 Solomon Islands Maluu, North Malaita Island ZSM ET48 
Polyura attila - Grose-Smith, 1889 Solomon Islands San Cristobal Island (Makira) BTC ET157 
Polyura bharata - Felder & Felder, 1867 India Shendurney, Kollam District, Kerala NCBS AC888 
Polyura bharata - Felder & Felder, 1867 India Thiruvananthapuram District, Neyyar, Kerala NCBS AC901 
Polyura caphontis caphontis Hewitson, 1863 Fiji Biasevu, Viti Levu Island BTC ET165 
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Polyura caphontis caphontis Hewitson, 1863 Fiji Korotogo, Viti Levu Island BTC ET164 
Polyura caphontis - Hewitson, 1863 Fiji Viti Levu BTC ET198 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Nouméa, New Caledonia BTC ET160 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET203 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET204 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET205 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET206 
Polyura clitarchus - Hewitson, 1874 France Yahové, New Caledonia BTC ET161 
Polyura cognata bellona Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ZSM ET43 
Polyura cognata bellona Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ZSM ET66 
Polyura cognata bellona Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ETC ET188 
Polyura cognata bellona Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ETC ET189 
Polyura cognata bellona Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ETC ET190 
Polyura cognata cognata Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Indonesia Camba, Southern Sulawesi ZSM ET44 
Polyura cognata cognata Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Indonesia Camba, Southern Sulawesi ZSM ET60 
Polyura cognata cognata Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Indonesia Makki, Sulawesi ETC ET5 
Polyura cognata cognata Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Indonesia Papayato, Northern Sulawesi ZSM ET77 
Polyura cognata cognata Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Indonesia Southern Palopo, Sulawesi ETC ET17 
Polyura cognata yumikoe Nishimura, 1984 Indonesia Peleng Island, Sulawesi BTC ET131 
Polyura dehanii dehanii Westwood, 1850 Indonesia Gunung Halimun, West Java BTC ET132 
Polyura dehanii dehanii Westwood, 1850 Indonesia Gunung Halimun, West Java ZSM ET51 
Polyura dehanii sulthan Hagen, 1896 Indonesia Gunung Sanggul, West Sumatra ZSM ET86 
Polyura dehanii sulthan Hagen, 1896 Indonesia Susuk, North Sumatra ZSM ET183 
Polyura delphis concha Snellen & Vollenhoven, 1861 Malaysia Cameron Highlands ETC ET3 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Laos Ban Na Hai, Lak Sao District BTC ET93 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET22 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET23 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET24 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET25 
Polyura delphis delphis Doubleday, 1843 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET14 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET67 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET79 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET83 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET90 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Nanyuan (Sichuan) (900-1300m) ETC ET31 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Nanyuan (Sichuan) (900-1300m) ETC ET32 
Polyura dolon carolus Frushstorfer, 1904 China Nanyuan (Sichuan) (900-1300m) ETC ET33 
Polyura dolon grandis Rothschild, 1899 Laos Nam Phao post, Lak Sao District ZSM ET50 
Polyura dolon grandis Rothschild, 1899 Myanmar Chudu Razi Hills, Karen State BTC ET114 
Polyura dolon magniplaga Frushstorfer, 1904 India Dzulekie, Kohima District, Nagaland NCBS AB741 
Polyura epigenes bicolor Turlin & Sato, 1995 Solomon Islands Auki, Malaita CMC ET219 
Polyura epigenes bicolor Turlin & Sato, 1995 Solomon Islands Maluu, North Malaita Island ZSM ET41 
Polyura epigenes bicolor Turlin & Sato, 1995 Solomon Islands New Mera Village, Malaita CMC ET224 
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Polyura epigenes monochroma Niepelt, 1914 Papua New Guinea Bougainville Island BTC ET168 
Polyura epigenes monochroma Niepelt, 1914 Papua New Guinea Buka Island CMC ET211 
Polyura epigenes monochroma Niepelt, 1914 Papua New Guinea Buka Island CMC ET214 
Polyura epigenes epigenes Godman & Salvin, 1888 Solomon Islands Guadalcanal Island CMC ET215 
Polyura eudamippus cupidinius Frushstorfer, 1914 China Manyan, Yunnan ETC ET7 
Polyura eudamippus nigrobasalis Lathy, 1898 Myanmar Tarung Hka, North Sagaing ETC ET176 
Polyura eudamippus nigrobasalis Lathy, 1898 Myanmar Tarung Hka, North Sagaing ETC ET178 
Polyura eudamippus rothschildi Leech, 1892 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET71 
Polyura eudamippus rothschildi Leech, 1892 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET74 
Polyura eudamippus rothschildi Leech, 1892 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET75 
Polyura eudamippus rothschildi Leech, 1892 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET78 
Polyura eudamippus rothschildi Leech, 1892 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET87 
Polyura eudamippus ssp Doubleday, 1842 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET102 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France La Foa, New Caledonia ETC ET13 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France La Foa, New Caledonia ETC ET12 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Nouméa, New Caledonia BTC ET172 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET199 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET200 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET201 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Facola, New Caledonia CMC ET202 
Polyura gamma - Lathy, 1898 France Yahoué, New Caledonia BTC ET173 
Polyura gilolensis gilolensis Butler, 1869 Indonesia Kampung Makran, Labuha, Bacan Island BTC ET145 
Polyura gilolensis gilolensis Butler, 1869 Indonesia North Halmahera Island, Moluccas ZSM ET58 
Polyura gilolensis gilolensis Butler, 1869 Indonesia Halmahera CMC ET225 
Polyura hebe chersonesa Frushstorfer, 1898 Malaysia Cameron Highlands ZSM ET65 
Polyura hebe fallax Röber, 1894 Indonesia West Java ETC ET195 
Polyura hebe fallax Röber, 1894 Indonesia Java ETC ET16 
Polyura hebe ganymedes Staudinger, 1886 Indonesia Long Laai, North-East Kalimantan CMC ET228 
Polyura hebe ganymedes Staudinger, 1886 Indonesia Long Laai, North-East Kalimantan CMC ET229 
Polyura hebe ganymedes Staudinger, 1886 Indonesia Long Laai, North-East Kalimantan CMC ET230 
Polyura hebe ganymedes Staudinger, 1886 Indonesia Long Laai, North-East Kalimantan CMC ET234 
Polyura hebe kangeana Frushstorfer, 1903 Indonesia Kangean Islands, N.E. Java BTC ET107 
Polyura hebe nikias Frushstorfer, 1914 Indonesia West Bali BTC ET109 
Polyura hebe quaesita Corbet, 1942 Indonesia Siberut Island, Off Sulawesi BTC ET106 
Polyura jalysus ephebus Frushstorfer, 1914 Laos Tad Xia Waterfall, Thabor district, North Laos BTC ET110 
Polyura jalysus ephebus Frushstorfer, 1914 Thailand Samoeng Road, Hang-Dong, Chiang-Mai ZSM ET45 
Polyura jalysus ephebus Frushstorfer, 1914 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET26 
Polyura jalysus jalysus Felder & Felder, 1867 Malaysia Tapah Hills ETC ET20 
Polyura jalysus jalysus Felder & Felder, 1867 Malaysia Tapah Hills ETC ET21 
Polyura jalysus triphonus Frushstorfer, 1914 Indonesia Mount Bawang, West Kalimantan, Borneo ETC ET181 
Polyura jalysus triphonus Frushstorfer, 1914 Indonesia West Kalimantan, Borneo BTC ET112 
Polyura jupiter jupiter Butler, 1869 Indonesia Halilo, Tangma District, West Papua BTC ET68 
Polyura jupiter jupiter Butler, 1869 Papua New Guinea Maprik, East Sepik Province CMC ET227 
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Polyura jupiter jupiter Butler, 1869 Papua New Guinea Maprik, East Sepik Province CMC ET223 
Polyura jupiter kronos Honrath, 1888 Papua New Guinea Schleinitz Mts, New Ireland BTC ET155 
Polyura jupiter kronos Honrath, 1888 Papua New Guinea Schleinitz Mts, New Ireland BTC ET154 
Polyura jupiter kronos Honrath, 1888 Papua New Guinea Kimbe, West New Britain Province CMC ET231 
Polyura luzonica bilarensis Jumalon, 1975 Philippines Bohol Island ETC ET9 
Polyura luzonica bilarensis Jumalon, 1975 Philippines Bohol Island ZSM ET216 
Polyura luzonica bilarensis Jumalon, 1975 Philippines Bohol Island ZSM ET217 
Polyura luzonica bilarensis Jumalon, 1975 Philippines Mt St Bernard, Leyte island BTC ET130 
Polyura luzonica luzonica Rothschild, 1899 Philippines Bohol Island ZSM ET82 
Polyura luzonica luzonica Rothschild, 1899 Philippines Marinduque Island BTC ET126 
Polyura luzonica mizunumai Hanafusa & Sato, 1987 Philippines Negros Island BTC ET129 
Polyura moori chalazias Frushstorfer, 1914 Indonesia West Bali BTC ET108 
Polyura narcaea lissainei Tytler, 1914 India Nagaland NCBS AB864 
Polyura narcaea menedemus Oberthür, 1891 China Bai Han Chang, Yunnan BTC ET116 
Polyura narcaea menedemus Oberthür, 1891 China Gamtog, Samda City- ETC ET2 
Polyura narcaea narcaea Hewitson, 1854 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan BTC ET115 
Polyura narcaea narcaea Hewitson, 1854 China Lushan, Sichuan (1000-1200m) ETC ET29 
Polyura narcaea narcaea Hewitson, 1854 China Lushan, Sichuan (1000-1200m) ETC ET30 
Polyura narcaea thawgawa Tytler, 1940 Laos Nam Phao post, Lak Sao District ZSM ET57 
Polyura narcaea thawgawa Tytler, 1940 Myanmar Chud Razi Hills, Kawnglanghpu, Kachin State ZSM ET73 
Polyura narcaea thawgawa Tytler, 1940 Myanmar Chud Razi Hills, Kawnglanghpu, Kachin State ETC ET177 
Polyura nepenthes nepenthes Grose-Smith, 1883 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET103 
Polyura nepenthes nepenthes Grose-Smith, 1883 China Guilin, Guangxi ETC ET104 
Polyura nepenthes nepenthes Grose-Smith, 1883 China Maipu, Jiulong County, Sichuan ZSM ET56 
Polyura nepenthes nepenthes Grose-Smith, 1883 Laos Luang Nam Tha, 1000m, North West Laos BTC ET113 
Polyura nepenthes nepenthes Grose-Smith, 1883 Laos Nam Phao post, Lak Sao District ZSM ET55 
Polyura paulettae - Toussaint, 2014 Myanmar Kalaw, Shan States ZSM ET61 
Polyura paulettae - Toussaint, 2014 Myanmar Tarung Hka, North Sagaing ZSM ET94 
Polyura paulettae - Toussaint, 2014 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ZSM ET27 
Polyura paulettae - Toussaint, 2014 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ZSM ET52 
Polyura piepersianus - Martin, 1924 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi ZSM ET88 
Polyura piepersianus - Martin, 1924 Indonesia Bantimurung, Maros, Southern Sulawesi BTC ET105 
Polyura posidonius - Leech, 1891 China Batang, Ganzi Pref., 2740m, Sichuan BTC ET118 
Polyura posidonius - Leech, 1891 China Chengdu, 2200m, Tibet ZSM ET207 
Polyura posidonius - Leech, 1891 China Chengdu, 2200m, Tibet ZSM ET208 
Polyura posidonius - Leech, 1891 China Chengdu, 2200m, Tibet ZSM ET209 
Polyura posidonius - Leech, 1891 China Markam, 3500m, South East Tibet BTC ET117 
Polyura pyrrhus buruensis Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia Buru, Moluccas BTC ET64 
Polyura pyrrhus buruensis Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia Buru, Moluccas ETC ET10 
Polyura pyrrhus buruensis Rothschild & Jordan, 1898 Indonesia Buru, Moluccas ETC ET11 
Polyura pyrrhus pyrrhus Linnaeus, 1758 Indonesia Ceram Island ETC ET197 
Polyura pyrrhus pyrrhus Linnaeus, 1758 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET184 
Polyura pyrrhus pyrrhus Linnaeus, 1758 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET185 
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Polyura pyrrhus pyrrhus Linnaeus, 1758 Indonesia Saka Bridge, North Ceram Island BTC ET72 
Polyura sacco sacco Smart, 1977 Vanuatu - CMC ET212 
Polyura sacco sacco Smart, 1977 Vanuatu - CMC ET213 
Polyura sacco sacco Smart, 1977 Vanuatu Lowanatum, Tanna Island, South New Hebrids ZSM ET39 
Polyura sacco sacco Smart, 1977 Vanuatu Lowanatum, Tanna Island, South New Hebrids BTC ET163 
Polyura schreiber assamensis Rothschild, 1899 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET36 
Polyura schreiber assamensis Rothschild, 1899 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ETC ET37 
Polyura schreiber assamensis Rothschild, 1899 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae BTC ET120 
Polyura schreiber assamensis Rothschild, 1899 Thailand Wang Chin, Phrae ZSM ET62 
Polyura schreiber kitaharai Hanafusa, 1987 Indonesia Bali ETC ET8 
Polyura schreiber kitaharai Hanafusa, 1987 Indonesia Singaraja, Bali ZSM ET76 
Polyura schreiber malayica Rothschild, 1899 Indonesia Pontianak, West Kalimantan (Borneo) BTC ET127 
Polyura schreiber mentawaica Hanafusa, 1993 Indonesia Siberut Island, Off Sulawesi BTC ET123 
Polyura schreiber mundus Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Singkep Island, South Singapore BTC ET124 
Polyura schreiber praedicta Schröder & Treadaway, 1980 Philippines Palawan Island BTC ET128 
Polyura schreiber schreiber Godart, 1824 Indonesia Java ETC ET35 
Polyura schreiber schreiber Godart, 1824 Indonesia Java ETC ET18 
Polyura schreiber schreiber Godart, 1824 Indonesia Java ETC ET19 
Polyura schreiber tisamenus Fruhstorfer, 1914 Malaysia Cameron Highlands BTC ET122 
Polyura schreiber valesius Fruhstorfer, 1914 Indonesia Padang, West Sumatra ETC ET182 
Polyura schreiber wardii Moore, 1896 India Nilgiri Hills, Tanil Nadu (South India) BTC ET121 
Polyura sempronius alorana Rothschild, 1898 Indonesia Alor Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET138 
Polyura sempronius antigonus Fruhstorfer, 1904 Indonesia Dammer Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET140 
Polyura sempronius babberica Fruhstorfer, 1903 Indonesia Babar Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET142 
Polyura sempronius florensis Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Flores Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET134 
Polyura sempronius florensis Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Flores Island, Nusa Tenggara ETC ET6 
Polyura sempronius galaxia Butler, 1866 Indonesia Camplong, Timor CMC ET221 
Polyura sempronius galaxia Butler, 1866 Indonesia West Timor Island ZSM ET42 
Polyura sempronius lettiana Rothschild, 1898 Indonesia Moa Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET136 
Polyura sempronius lettiana Rothschild, 1898 Indonesia Romang Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET137 
Polyura sempronius lombokiana Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Lombok ZSM ET91 
Polyura sempronius lombokiana Tsukada, 1991 Indonesia Lombok ETC ET1 
Polyura sempronius scipio Rothschild, 1898 Indonesia Sumba Island, Nusa Tenggara ZSM ET63 
Polyura sempronius scipio Rothschild, 1898 Indonesia Sumba Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET135 
Polyura sempronius seitzi Rothschild, 1897 Indonesia Selaru Island ZSM ET95 
Polyura sempronius wetarensis Fabricius, 1793 Indonesia Wetar Island, Nusa Tenggara BTC ET139 
Polyura sempronius sempronius Fabricius, 1793 Australia Grafton, New-South Wales CMC ET233 
Polyura sempronius sempronius Fabricius, 1793 Australia Gunnedah, New-South Wales CMC ET232 
Polyura sempronius sempronius Fabricius, 1793 Australia Gunnedah, New-South Wales CMC ET235 
Polyura sempronius sempronius Fabricius, 1793 Australia Ningi, Queensland BTC ET159 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island BTC ET80 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET191 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET192 
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Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET193 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island ZSM ET186 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island LIPI ET187 
Polyura smilesi - Toussaint, 2014 Indonesia Ceram Island, South Moluccas CMC ET226 
Polyura weismanni - Fritze, 1894 Japan Nago City, Higashie, Okinawa Island BTC ET38 
Polyura weismanni - Fritze, 1894 Japan Ogimi Village, Okinawa Island BTC ET40 
 
Notes: Coll., voucher locality; BTC, Bernard Turlin Research Collection; CMC, Chris Müller Research Collection; ETC, Emmanuel FA Toussaint 
Research Collection; EVC, Eric Vingerhoedt Research Collection; LIPI, Indonesian Institute of Sciences (Indonesia); NCBS, National Center for 
Biological Sciences (India); NSG, Nymphalidae Systematics Group Research Collection (Finland); UNI, State University of Campinas (Brazil); 
ZSM, Bavarian State Collection of Zoology (Germany). 
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 PAPER III 
 
6.2 A new species of diving beetle from Timor 
 
Citation: Balke M, Toussaint EFA, Hendrich L, Hájek J (2013) A new species of the 
Australian genus Necterosoma from Timor (Coleoptera: Dytiscidae: Hydroporini). Acta 
Entomologica Musei Nationalis Pragae, 53(1):65-74. 
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PAPER IV 
 
6.3 A new species of diving beetle from Biak Island 
 
Citation: Balke M, Warikar E, Toussaint EFA, Hendrich L (2013) Papuadessus baueri 
sp.nov. from Biak Island, Papua (Coleoptera: Dytiscidae: Hydroporinae). Spixiana, 
36(2):283-288. 
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PAPER V 
 
6.4 A new genus of diving beetle from Australia 
 
Citation: Hendrich L, Toussaint EFA, Balke M (2014) A new genus of Hydroporini from 
south-western Australia. Spixiana, 37(1):103-109. 
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PART 2: ISLAND LINEAGE DIVERSIFICATION 
 
Chapter 7. Biogeography on a continental-sized island: Australia 
 
 
 
View of the Southern part of the Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago from space 
 
 
“It is well known that the natural productions of Australia differ from those of Asia more than 
those of any of the four ancient quarters of the world differ from each other. Australia, in fact, 
stands alone […]” 
 
Alfred Wallace, The Malay Archipelago, 1869. 
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7.2 Unveiling the Diversification Dynamics of Australasian Predaceous Diving Beetles in the 
Cenozoic 
 
Citation: Toussaint EFA, Condamine FL, Hawlitschek O, Watts CHS, Porch N, Hendrich L, 
Balke M (2015) Unveiling the diversification dynamics of Australasian predaceous diving 
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PART 2: ISLAND LINEAGE DIVERSIFICATION 
 
Chapter 8. Biogeography on a recent and geologically puzzling island: New Guinea 
  
 
 
Tavurvur active stratovolcano on the island of New Britain, Northern margin of New Guinea 
 
 
“The whole northern peninsula of New Guinea, as well as the islands of Wagion, Salwatty, 
and Balauta, are exceedingly rugged and mountainous. There is a continued succession of 
jagged and angular ranges of hills, and everywhere behind them, ridge beyond ridge stretch 
far away into the interior. Over the whole country spreads an unvarying forest, of a somewhat 
stunted appearance…” 
 
Alfred Wallace, Notes of a Voyage to New Guinea, 1859. 
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8.2 The towering orogeny of New Guinea as a trigger of arthropod megadiversity 
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PART 3: BIOGEOGRAPHIC INSIGHTS FOR THE ARCHIPELAGO 
 
Chapter 9. On the role of biogeographic barriers 
 
  
The Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago with Wallace’s (red), Huxley’s (purple), Weber’s 
(orange) and Lydekker’s (yellow) respective lines demarcating Asian and Australian biotas. 
 
 
“In this Archipelago there are two distinct faunas rigidly circumscribed, which differ as much 
as those of South America and Africa, and more than those of Europe and North America: yet 
there is nothing on the map or on the face of the islands to mark their limits. The boundary 
line often passes between islands closer than others in the same group. I believe the western 
part to be a separated portion of continental Asia, the eastern the fragmentary prolongation 
of a former Pacific continent.” 
 
Alfred Wallace, Letter to Henry Walter Bates, 1858 
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PART 3: BIOGEOGRAPHIC INSIGHTS FOR THE ARCHIPELAGO 
 
Chapter 10. Unfolding historical biogeography of widespread clades 
 
 
 
Papilio (Achillides) ulysses, one of the most widespread species of peacock swallowtails distributed 
across the Moluccas,  New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Queensland. 
 
 
“The Geographical distribution of Insects in the Archipelago is certainly far less strongly 
marked than that of Birds and Mammals, but I think that it may be in a great measure 
imputed to the much greater liability of insects to accidental dispersion.” 
 
Alfred Wallace, Letter to Francis Polkinghorne Pascoe, 1860. 
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OUTCOMES OF THE THESIS 
 
 
Rhantus suturalis, a widespread species of diving beetle used as a model for fine and large-scale studies of 
diversification in the Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago. 
 
“Hemmed in by the unfathomable depths of the unknown, let us be satisfied if it be vouchsafed 
to us to enlarge by a span the narrow domain of the known.  Seekers, all of us, tormented by 
the desire for knowledge, let us move our lantern from point to point: with the particles 
explored we shall perhaps be able to piece together a fragment of the picture.” 
Jean-Henri Fabre, Souvenirs Entomologiques 7
th
 Edition, 1900. 
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A truly integrative taxonomy within sight 
 
Although only a part of this dissertation is of pure taxonomic relevance, it should be 
underscored that the remainder (molecular phylogenies, biogeography and phylogeography, 
diversification analyses, etc…) heavily relies on formerly described species. In fact, most of 
the fields constituting our modern evolutionary biology need species to be given proper 
names. Interestingly, whilst most of these very same fields experience tremendous progress 
due to methodological and theoretical paramount advances, taxonomy is still awaiting for a 
new era to begin. Indeed, with a growing pressure on biodiversity, time has never been more 
pressing and solutions are needed to accelerate species descriptions. Recently, a new set of 
tools has been proposed to overcome the taxonomic impediment. Among these new methods 
used to detect species-level entities, molecular techniques have taken the lion’s share because 
they are increasingly more efficient whilst being less costly. 
 
In the first part of this thesis, I presented five papers. The first one is an opinion paper 
shedding light on the appealing advantages of DNA barcoding for a rapid assessment of 
Southeast Asian arthropod biodiversity. I already introduced in this dissertation the main 
advantages and pitfalls of DNA Barcoding regarding its multiple goals in biodiversity 
assessment, from accurately delineating existing taxa to discovering new ones. Although it 
seems clear now that this technique does not actually provide a way to accelerate the 
description of species, it may on the other hand speed-up its discovery by permitting a global 
screening of molecular datasets. Whilst applying extremely basic methods such as genetic 
clustering, DNA Barcoding provides excellent approximations of alpha diversity and as a 
result allows taxonomists to focus on particular regions of the Tree of life. With the advent of 
next-generation sequencing and the reduction of sequencing costs, this technique should 
strengthen and allow an increasingly more accurate assessment of biodiversity in a time of 
major threats of natural habitats. 
 
Nevertheless, formal species descriptions still await a revolution to properly and in a 
timely fashion continue to catalogue life on Earth. Following this opinion paper, I included a 
manuscript that is currently in review and that illustrates a methodological pipeline to describe 
new taxa in an integrative fashion. In this article, I used cutting-edge molecular species 
delimitation techniques to investigate species boundaries in a group of tropical butterflies that 
has been recently revised taxonomically. I highlight that the use of one species delimitation 
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method only is perilous and that the use of multiple methods under different assumptions is 
crucial. On the other hand, using integrative approaches combining multiple methods of 
species delineation with other lines of evidence such as ranges of distribution or ecology, it is 
possible not only to have a satisfactory cross-validation of morphology-based taxonomy but 
also to uncover cryptic species. In this study, I recovered most of the extant species using 
these techniques but also eight cryptic species. Interestingly, among these eight species, six 
have already been recognized as distinct species at some point in the past and only two are 
given new names. Although these molecular techniques are still in the process of being 
developed and improved, there is a clear potential for a shift towards a faster way of 
delineating species using integrative molecular tools rather than the traditional morphological 
biodiversity assessment. Overall, integrating this new savoir-faire in the process of 
cataloguing life on Earth might be the most appealing track to develop a modern taxonomy.  
 
Finally, I presented three taxonomic papers in which we used an integrative taxonomy 
to describe two new species to science and assign a new generic name to several species of 
Australian diving beetles. In the three cases, molecular data have been usefull to cross-
validate morphological species delineation but also to help unfolding phylogenetic 
relationships. Diving beetles are known to present high degrees of cryptic speciation, 
especially in the Australasian / Indomalayan archipelago where speciation events linked to 
relatively recent geological and climatic disruptions are still at work (see Chapters 7 and 8). In 
the case of Necterosoma timorense and Papuadessus baueri, both species present clear 
morphological characters that supported the need for new descriptions. If the placement of N. 
timorense in the genus Necterosoma was eased by the very typical morphological characters 
of this genus, the assignment of P. baueri along with P. pakdjoko was motivated by molecular 
data only. It is also molecular evidence that suggested first the delineation of Brancuporus 
from its original genus Antiporus. These three studies illustrate several of the most important 
aspects linked to the integration of molecular data into taxonomic descriptions and revisions. 
First, it can help to cross-validate morphological data or on the contrary allow detecting cases 
of homoplasy or extreme phenotypic variability. Second, in the absence of any morphological 
evidence, it permits to uncover cryptic species in morphologically conserved taxa. Third, it 
allows the rapid phylogenetic placement of newly described taxa at a wider taxonomic scale 
whilst morphological phylogenies require tremendous amounts of time to be assembled when 
it is possible to collect enough data for this purpose. 
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The inclusion of additional data into traditional morphology-based taxonomy and the 
development of more efficient molecular delineation techniques are major advances to 
constitute a truly integrative taxonomy. On a more practical point of view, some pleas have 
been made to integrate crucial morphological data with DNA taxonomy in short descriptions 
of new taxa. Such turbo-taxonomy is a way to accelerate species discovery and description 
whilst providing sound scientific taxonomic acts in a timely manner, with high-resolution 
pictures of habitus and morphological key characters as well as short, intelligible and 
reproducible descriptions flanked with DNA information. Additionally, major advances have 
been brought to the scientific community regarding the description of cryptic species which 
are known to be a paramount part of the undescribed diversity on Earth. Eventually, with the 
advent of Wikispecies pages for instance, entire descriptions are reachable with a click and 
molecular data freely and easily retrievable from online repository. Overall, taxonomy is 
moving towards a truly different stage that will help to overcome the taxonomic impediment.  
 
Developments on insect diversification dynamics 
 
One of the aims of this thesis was to underpin the underlying mechanisms promoting 
speciation at diverse time and geographic scales. In Chapters 7 and 8, I presented new 
empirical evidences supporting divergent processes of lineage diversification in Australia and 
New Guinea. These two islands are of particular interest to compare and study the factors 
triggering the apparition of new species and the radiation of clades because of their extremely 
different geological histories. Australia, as an old fragment of the supercontinent Gondwana 
has remained geologically very stable throughout the Cenozoic whilst most of present-day 
New Guinea was formed during the past 10 million years. Yet, one can observe that the 
Australian fauna is far from being strikingly diverse whilst New Guinea holds some of the 
most remarkable groups of vertebrates and invertebrates such as the birds of paradise, 
birdwing butterflies or tree kangaroos among the most notorious. 
 
In chapters 7.1 and 7.2, I investigated the evolutionary patterns of diving beetle clades 
in Australia. This island is extremely interesting because of its Gondwanean origin compared 
to most of the other islands in the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago. Despite being of 
ancient origin, Australia presents a fauna that appears to be less rich than one could expect. If 
geological factors are unlikely to account for the observed species richness on this continental 
island, the effect of climate is of particular interest. Indeed, the separation of Australia from 
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Antarctica and its northwards migration have fostered deep climatic shifts on the island during 
the Cenozoic. As a result, Australia underwent a progressive aridification associated with the 
rarefaction of mesic habitats that may have triggered the wax and wane of clades especially 
aquatic ones. In Chapter 7.1, we reconstructed the phylogeny of the Sternopriscus tarsalis 
radiation (STR) and highlighted that Quaternary climate change was a likely trigger for 
species diversification. The evolution of the group has been shaped by disruptions in its 
habitat during the Plio-Pleistocene. At that time, an ongoing aridification initiated in the 
Miocene had already deeply modified the Australian ecosystems, changing tropical forest in 
more arid habitats and drying-out drainage systems. We suggested in Chapter 7.1 that 
glaciation cycles fostered speciation by isolation in glacial refugia even though the extent to 
which glaciations affected Southeastern Australia is not precisely known.  
 
In Chapter 7.2, I suggested an alternative hypothesis to explain the diversification of 
the STR, implying that the ongoing aridification had a crucial effect on rainfall seasonality. 
Indeed, STR species are restricted to seasonal aquatic ecosystems. As highlighted in Chapter 
7.2, early Pleistocene Australia had a dominant summer rainfall system that supported 
rainforest and wet sclerophyll forest that was very different to that which occurs today under 
an altered winter rainfall regime. From the mid Pleistocene, the disruptions in rainfall 
seasonality would have deeply changed the habitat of these beetles. As shown in Chapter 7.1, 
the STR species show clear divergences in the way they respond to climatic and ecological 
shifts. I argued that the Quaternary climate change in Australia fostered the 
specialization/adaptation of populations rather than isolated them in refugia and that these 
specializations allowed speciation to occur. I believe that this group is of particular interest 
because STR species are very recent and yet present overlapping distributions, therefore 
suggesting interesting speciation processes that could be deciphered using population 
genetics. It is possible that this radiation results from a complex mixture of adaptive radiation 
and both peripatric and sympatric speciation. 
 
In chapters 8.1 and 8.2, I focused on diversification processes in New Guinea. This 
island is of recent origin even though some old terranes form its backbone. During the past 10 
million years, drifting terranes and tectonic-driven orogeny have engendered one of the most 
dazzling geological assemblages in the region with summits up to 5000 meters covered by 
dense tropical forests stretched out to vast lowlands veined by rivers and torrents. In such a 
recent environment, it is striking to observe remarkable radiations such as tree kangaroos, 
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birds of paradise or birdwing butterflies. To investigate the mechanisms governing the rapid 
diversification of clades on this island, I used molecular phylogenies and reconstructed the 
evolutionary history of two radiations of diving beetles. 
 
In chapter 8.1, I studied the mechanisms governing the evolution of a widespread 
species occurring from Portugal to New Zealand. Rhantus suturalis is actually a complex of 
cryptic species of recent origin comprising New Guinean highland endemics. I showed that 
glaciations acted in a different manner as for the STR by isolating populations in sky island 
refugia whilst the remainder of the populations were restricted to lowlands and connected by 
gene flow. As a result, the populations that successfully adapted to a cold climate in these 
refugia evolved independently from the main core population but also from each other 
yielding several mountain endemics. We suggested that after secondary contact when climate 
change allowed the core population to recolonize highlands, gene flow was prevented because 
of independent lineage evolution. Nowadays, both endemics and core populations can be 
found syntopically occurring in New Guinean highlands and therefore Quaternary climate 
changes in the New Guinean cordillera sky islands have triggered peripheral speciation in this 
group.  
 
In chapter 8.2, I investigated the effect of the geological history of New Guinea on a 
highly diverse group of diving beetles. The genus Exocelina is widespread in Melanesia but in 
New Guinea its diversity is astonishing with about 150 known species and certainly much 
more to discover. Using paleogeological reconstructions and a dated molecular phylogeny, we 
were able to unfold the evolutionary history of the radiation on the island. About 8 million 
years ago, the ancestor of the New Guinean radiation colonized the island out of Australia. At 
that time New Guinea was beginning to emerge as a result of the Asian and Australian plate 
collision. During the next million years the island stretched vertically and horizontally 
through tectonics and collision of drifting island arcs. The availability of new niches fostered 
an extensive diversification of Exocelina diving beetles which are running-water associated 
and therefore prone to micro-endemism. Whilst the New Guinean orogeny continues, the pace 
at which these beetles diversify has not diminished. However, based on estimations of 
density-dependence effect on diversification rate, we suggest that the velocity of this 
diversification is likely to have exceeded the speed at which new habitats are created and 
therefore the radiation might undergo a slow-down in a close future. 
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Overall, the processes of lineage diversification in New Guinea are markedly different 
than the ones unveiled in Australia as expected from the different geological histories of these 
islands. Diversification patterns in Australia are mainly drove by climate shifts since the 
Miocene. The aridification engendered by tectonics has carved dramatically different habitats 
on the island forcing clades to migrate, adapt or run extinct. In particular the impact of Plio-
Pleistocene glaciations is remarkable in the two clads investigated here. The disruptions of 
rainfall seasonality and the ongoing aridification during this period have considerably affected 
aquatic clades as illustrated by the pattern of declining-diversity highlighted in Hydroporini 
diving beetles. Across the Torres Strait, New Guinea presents different patterns of 
diversification. Climatic but also geological disruptions have triggered the evolution of clades 
on the island and regarding its young age, it seems clear that New Guinea acts as a species 
pump in the entire archipelago. 
 
Biogeography on the right tracks 
 
In Chapters 9 and 10, I focused on the impact of paleogeological and paleoclimatic factors on 
the biogeography of insect radiations in the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago. In 
chapter 9, we investigated the role of Wallace’s line on the phylogeography of Trigonopterus 
flightless weevils. This boundary is of particular interest because it is a notorious demarcation 
between the Asian and Australian biotas. To test its impact on biogeographical histories, 
flightless taxa constitute a much better model than vagile groups since this line represents a 
very narrow marine gap between the two regions. Indeed, it has been shown that during 
periods of sea-level fluctuations, the Sunda shelf was a large continental peninsula where land 
bridges existed between Sumatra, Java, Borneo and Bali. On the other hand, the deep 
Makassar Strait delineating Bali from Lombok and Borneo from Sulawesi prevented any land 
dispersal across Wallace’s line and therefore groups of non-flying taxa are expected to 
comprise clades with more affinities between islands of the Sunda Shelf than between 
landmasses on either side of the barrier. In particular, Balinese taxa for which only a very 
scarce literature exists are thought to be of Javanese origin since the two islands are only a 
few kilometers away from each other. Strikingly, we found that Balinese Trigonopterus 
weevils are of Eastern origin therefore clearly highlighting several transgressions of Wallace’s 
line. This result is even more striking given the fact that Trigonopterus beetles are 
microendemics as highlighted by our phylogeographic reconstructions and therefore do not 
represent a good candidate for dispersal. Although the dispersal mode involved in the 
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evolution of these weevils remains elusive (rafting, passive transport in bird stomach…), the 
biogeographical pattern highlighted in this study combined with other recent studies sheds 
light on the permeability of Wallace’s line to insects. 
 
 In chapter 10, we investigated the biogeographical history of a widespread group of 
butterflies. The subgenus Papilio (Achillides) is spread in the entire archipelago and as such 
represents an ideal model to study the impact of past geological and climatic disruptions on 
distributional ranges. Using a comprehensive analytical toolbox, we recovered a potential 
cryptic diversity within this group but more importantly, we were able to link present-day 
distributions of the different species with fine-scale paleoreconstructions of the region. We 
revealed a Miocene origin of this group in the Sunda shelf / Wallacea with a complex mixture 
of vicariant and dispersal events responsible for the present-day distribution of these 
swallowtails in the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago. The biogeographical pattern 
highlighted in this study has likely been fostered by climatic as well as geological factors. In 
particular sea-level fluctuations engendered by temperature oscillations throughout the 
Neogene and Quaternary have fostered the formation of island endemics therefore supporting 
the heart of the Indomalayan / Australasian archipelago has a cradle of diversity. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 In this Ph.D. dissertation, I emphasized the importance of an emerging integrative 
taxonomy to accelerate species description. The discovery of new species is not only relevant 
for conservation planning and applied biodiversity research but also to study the origin of the 
astonishing diversity on Earth. Cardinal progresses in our understanding of lineage 
diversification can be achieved when looking at the evolution of clades in a phylogenetic 
framework. Here, I show that the overflowing biodiversity encountered in the Indomalayan / 
Australasian archipelago stems from multiple mechanisms of diversification often correlated 
with large-scale abiotic factors. Groundbreaking advances in molecular phylogenetic models 
and DNA sequencing allow the investigation of biodiversity patterns and processes at an 
increasingly finer-scale. In particular, the substantial development of next-generation 
sequencing in the past decade paves the way for genome-scale studies liable to provide an 
even deeper understanding of evolutionary processes governing biodiversity dynamics. 
Overall, the study of the origin of Earth’s biodiversity is at a watershed, moving towards a 
highly integrative and blooming science that may assume a paramount role in the future. 
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Front page picture from left to right and top to bottom: Caterpillar of the genus Polyura, group of predaceous 
diving beetles of the genus Eretes devouring a fish, peacock swallowtail butterfly of the subgenus Papilio 
(Achillides) foraging, South-East New Guinean sunset in Oro Province. 
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